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Inertial Electrostatic Confinement Fusion

Preface

This report is intended to provide the reader with an overview of the basics,
current experimental status, supporting theory, and potential applications of
inertial electrostatic confinement (IEC) fusion. Emphasis is placed on work in
these areas at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, although some
other research is brought in.

The report shows that IEC is a unique approach to fusion in that it offers a
number of “spin-off” applications, such as a small neutron source for neutron
activation analysis on the route to fusion power. The report further shows that
IEC is one of the few potential fusion approaches that can potentially burn
‘aneutronic fuels like p-:B (hydrogen - Boron 11). In aneutronic fusion,
neutrons carry no more than 1%of the total released energy, greatly reducing
problems associated with neutron radiation. That ability, combined with its
simple mechanical structure and small size, make the IEC reactor, if achieved,
an ideal fusion power unit. Present experimental devices are four to five
orders of magnitude below breakeven (energy out/in = 1) energy gain for p-
138, However, it is argued that the ability to study the physics in very-small-
volume plasmas makes it possible to rapidly investigate scale-up to a power-
producing device. As an example, the report concludes with a conceptual
experiment proposed for demonstration of breakeven conditions for p-118
using a hydrogen plasma simulation.

The author has purposely tried to avoid use of equations in this report to
enhance readability and to stress concepts rather than analysis. However,
considerable analysis is provided in a number of the source references cited.

vii
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Section I. IEC Background and Basics

Before considering det it is helpful Lo obtaina rough idea of how inertial electrostaticconfinement (TEC) fusion works.
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For this purpose the experimental IEC device of Figure 1.1 s considered. As shown, this
“gridded” type IEC has a spherical mesh grid suspended on a high voltage feed-throughinthe center of metal vacuum vessel. The fusion “fue, .0. deuterium gas, is frstfod into the chamber orignaly prepared at igh vacuum, ©. 107 Torr The fuel gas
brings the pressure up nto the 105 of Trt region. Then the voltage on the grid s
raised into the many (-) kV range, creating a plasma discharge between the high
voltage grid and chamber wall (electrically grounded). The high negative voltage on therid serves to extract the on from the plas, accelerating them towards the center of
he grid where In principle they Interact and use. In practice however, the scatteringross section i larger than the fusion ross secten. Thus many fons scatter withoutreacting (1using). Many “near misses” essentially pass SANT trough the center of the
plasmas core and exit. This dominance of scattering over fusion reaction is the centralIssue of al fusion confinement approaches, forcing use of sing confinement 50 the
fons Have many passes and hence a good probably of fusing before being los fromthe fusion reaction chamber. In the 1EC mulple passes occur because ihe fons are
trapped ina potential “wel” created by the budp of positive charge due tthe largeflow of the accelerated fons noa small core" region nthe center f he negative gdViewed in ancther way, the ons extracted from te region between the ard and tnewll con scatter and pass back through th grid, but an only return to the same
potential surface they were born on. Thus they cannot reach the vessel wall butInstead ose their Kinetic energy, stop, and are accelerate by the grid potential backinto the center of the grid. Ti then provides many “recrculatons” through the centerof the gid volume where they have a int probability of fusing. I nt fr te existence

1
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of various loss channels such as hitting the grid, charge exchange, or up-scattering in
energy, the ions would be prematurely trapped in the potential well until they fused.

The conventional requirement for fusion confinement is given in terms of the
confinement parameter, ni, where n = the ion density and is the confinement time.
Also the ion energy (or temperature T) must be in the 20 or more keV range assuming
D-T fuel. For breakeven, J. Lawson developed his famous “criterion” nr = 1014 cm-sec
atT > 15 keV for DT fusion. Here « = energy confinement time, sec; n = ion density,
cm and T = fon “temperature” or average energy.

The Lawson criterion is independent of the confinement method, but does depend on
the fuel via the selection of cross sections In the derivation. Magnetic confinement is
generally limited to n ~ 10: cm? by pressure balance. Then a confinement time < of ~
1 sec is required. For Inertia Confinement Fusion (ICF) or “laser fusion’ compression of
targets can achieve n ~ 10%, so a confinement time of only 10°10 sec is need
(corresponding to the disassembly time of the compressed target). (For a general
review of energy breakeven requirement for D-T fusion and other fuels like D-He and
p-1B, the reader referred to: G. Miley,Fusion Energy Conversion, American Nuclear
Society, La Grange, IL 1973)

Now consider the IEC. In principle, the ions focused on the centerofthe IEC can
achieve a density of n ~ 10%, giving a required confinement time of 10- sec for DT
fusion breakeven. This time can be restated in termsofthe number of ion recirculations
in the IEC potential well by dividing the well diameter by the average velocity of the
recirculating fon. In later cases discussed in this report, this number is typically quite
large, usually ~1000 recirculations. Achievementofthis large number of recirculations
requires strong reductionofallofthe loss channels noted earlier. Grid losses can be
reduced by STAR mode operation discussed later where the recirculating ions possess
beam-iike trajectories passing through the center of the grid opening. The ideal,
however, Is the elimination of the grid altogether which can be done via formation of
virtual potential structures, originally proposed by Famsworth and discussed in
following sections. The temperature requirement also leads to a fundamental difference
in the IEC physics vs. other confinement approaches. (Note that “temperature” is not a
proper term here since it implies an equillorium distribution while the IEC is far from
that with its beam-like ions. Thus, the reader should view “temperature” as meaning
average energy of the ions. In doing that, however, it is assumed that the ion energy
distribution is known so that averaging Is possible). Most ions In the IEC are born near
the chamber wall so are accelerated to an eneray close to the applied voltage on the
grid during the extraction process. A reasonable estimate is that the ions reaching the
fusion region in the center have an energy near 80 percentofthe grid voltage on
average. Thus it becomes relatively easy to achieve the Lawson D-T requirement by
applying a voltage of ~ 25 kV. In fact most IEC neutron sources discussed later operate
at voltages > 80 kV to get into an energy range giving a higher fusion cross section. In
Sharp contrast, magnetic fusion devices struggle to obtain a temperature in the 10 keV.
range since the entire plasma population must be heated (vs. direct ion acceleration in
the EC) due to the equilibrium distribution maintained in these plasmas. Another very
important point is that Lawson assumed that the ions and electrons were in thermal
equilibrium, at the same temperature, T. This is a reasonable approximation for
‘magnetic confinement, but not so for the IEC. In the latter, the electrons form a
“distorted” Maxwellian distribution at an effective temperature well below that of the

2
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beam-like fons. Since electron energy loss processes such as radiation emission are
serious, the Lawson temperature criterion must be modified for the IEC. A first rough
estimate is the Te/Ti < 1/3 for DT. (Here Ti and Te are the ion and electron
“temperatures”, respectively). Controlofthis ratio is a complex physics issue, involving
the relative ion and electron source rates and energies and the potential well structure.
In later sections use of p-18 (hydrogen-boron-11) fuel n the IEC is considered. This is
very attractive since it provides all charged particle reaction products, making this an
unique “aneutronic” system. Such a reactor represents a truly ideal system from an
environmental and energy sustainability perspective. However, for such fuels, the
Larson criterion becomes much more demanding, increasing n by two orders of
magnitude and T to 150 kV. Also, for the IEC, a Te/Ti < 1/9 becomes essential. (Using
temperature ration is a very simplified representation. The radiation losses are quite
sensitive to deviation in the actual energy distribution of the fons and electrons. For
example, electron Bremsstrahiung emission primarily comes from the high energy “tail”
of the electron distribution while energy transfer with ions is dominated by the “foot” of
the electron distribution. At high powers, interactions in these regions can become quite
non-linear, depleting or “burning out” the local populations in these regions. This effect
causes energy losses to saturate, hence can be quite beneficial under some
circumstance. However, the phenomenon is complex to evaluate numerically, so little
has been reported on it for ECs to date). The very aggressive p-118 Lawson
requirement is employed in the design of the breakeven experiment of Section VL.

While this discussion of IEC physics has been greatly simplified, it hopefully provides
more insight into the basic concepts and issue before delving into more detail.

IEC BACKGROUND
Inertial Electrostatic Confinement (IEC) was conceived of by Philo Farnsworth, the
inventor of electronic television, as an approach to fusion power using electrostatic

fields forconfinement (Reference 1.2). When he did this in 1955, the prime approaches
being pursued worldwide were magnetic confinement or inertial (laser compression of
targets) confinement. In fact, electrostatic confinement had been written off by most
scientists due to Earnshaw’s theorem (Reference 1.4) which stated that plasma could
not be confined by electrostatic fields alone. That was simply an expression of the fact
that use of a biased plate to confine one species, say ions, would automatically attract
the opposite species, electrons, such that the whole plasma would transport to the
plate. Farnsworth seemed to intuitively understand that this theorem assumed steady~
state, so that If, as in IEC, the ions were dynamically moving and confined, they would
electrostatically confine the electrons. Farnsworth went further and realized that in a
spherical system virtual electrodes would form a high density plasma region ifthe.
confined ions were focused at the center of the sphere (Reference 1.2).

While Hirsh worked with Farnsworth to demonstrate early experimental success with
IEC experiments (Reference 1.2), the concept passed from view as magnetic and
inertial confinement research exponentiated. Then In the late 1990s R. W. Bussard
revived the concept with the hybrid IEC magnetic approach (Reference 1.6-1.7). In this
approach the electrons were confined In the magnetic field, forming a potentials trap for
fons. [Note the similarity to the original conceptual potential well discussed by Elmore,
et al. (Reference 1.1]. Upon invitation by RW. Bussard to join this effort, the author,
George Miley, undertook supporting experiments that were a variation of the original

3
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Hirsch approach, using electrostatic grids to form a trap with ions that then brought
electrons in. He realized that this approach could result in a very attractive low level
neutron source for neutron activation applications, and began that development. Such
work was soon taken up in several other laboratories, including Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL), University of Wisconsin and Kyoto University. Meanwhile Bussard's
work continued with strong funding from the military. However, Ittle was published or
known about this until 2008 when he made public appeals on “YouTube” to regain
funding stopped just when the experiment achieved a major success. Subsequently,
funding resumed but R. W. Bussard passed away shortly thereafter due to a long battle
with cancer. His company and work were then taken over by R. Nebel who took leave.
from LANL to undertake this new work. That effort is now in progress and represents.
the largest IEC power oriented project in the US or elsewhere (but still modest with a
half dozen senor scientists involved). Meanwhile, laboratories elsewhere working on
IEC neutron sources have continued while the U of Wisconsin has added an IEC proton
Source as an option using similar technology. The labs, including the UIUC, have fusion
power as an ultimate goal, but must focus on their funded near-term “spin-off”
projects.

At this point the IEC still receives no funding from DOE which remains focused on the
Tokomak rote to fusion power. Thus, with little funding, slow progress has been made
in answering the key question of whether or not the IEC can be developed for fusion
power. If it can, the device would be simpler and smaller than a Tokomak, making it an
extremely attractive option. In addition, its beam-ike reactions (highly non-Maxwellian)
make the IEC very well suited for burning alternate (“advanced”) fuels like D-2He and
p-118_ which are much more environmentally favorable than conventional DT fusion.
Unfortunately Tokomaks are not well equipped to go forward to such fuels.

On the other hand, the use of non-power-producing IECS for other applications, such as
small neutron, proton, and x-ray sources, has been amply demonstrated. Now, the
issue is how well and in what applications the IEC sources compete commercially with
other options stich as accelerator target sources.

“This report is intended to provide the reader with important insight into the physics and
technology of IECs relative to both power and neutron/proton/x-ray sources. With this
background, hopefully the reader can formulate an opinion about the potential for IEC
applications, Due to the limited funding for IEC research to date, much more has to be
done to actually demonstrate its application, especially for power production. Thus that
opinion must remain a personal one for the reader.

One other limitation of this report is that t largely provides details based on the
author's work on IECs over the last decade. Thus it will not do justice to the ongoing
work by others, notably at EMC? on the Bussard Polywell device or the advanced
gridded IEC neuron/proton source development work at the U of Wisconsin, Kyoto
University, and Tokyo Institute of Technology. Some insight into these efforts is given
in comments and in references supplied, but the reader is encouraged to discuss that
work with those individuals directly.

4
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IEC BASICS
We begin by presenting the early very basic theoretical study by Elmore, Tuck, and
Watson (Reference 1.1). That addresses the key question of the fusion power density
obtainable with potential well confinement. One of their basic assumptions is that the
potential well is “dug” by electrons which trap ions. Certain added assumptions lead to
well depth, etc, and finally they conclude that the system is unstable for ion densities
sufficiently high that appreciable thermonuclear yield is expected. They qualify this
conclusion saying “admittedly, a more thorough investigation is required to obtain a
complete understanding of stability of this electrostatic device”.

“This result was quite negative for electron formation of potential wells, but left the
route possibly open since the subject “needed a more thorough investigation.” Later,
for various reasons, R. W. Bussard still pursued this concept by introducing the High-
Energy Power Source (HEPS) Polywell device which uses a spherical simulated magnetic
field to stabilize the potential well formed by electrons. This represents a “hybrid”
magnetic-IEC confinement system where electrons are confined by the magnetic fields,
forming the potential well which “traps” ions. Apparently, Bussard’s view was that this
added magnetic stabilization would overcome the earlier Elmore and Tuck criticism.
Subsequently, some of his reports used particle-in-cell simulations to support the view
that such a stabilized electron potential well would allow adequate density for attractive
fusion densities,

However, the next IEC experiments following the Elmore et al. analysis (prior to
Bussard's) were the Hirsch-Farnsworth experiments (Reference 1.2) which used ion (vs.
electron) injected traps (as does the present author's work). This selection was largely’
driven by the desire to gain added stability by the large momentum of recirculating ions
that form the potential well. More about ion vs. electron injection routes will be covered
in later sections. Next, it is important to review the multiple well (*poissors” solution)
Farsworth-Hirsch found for ion injected formation of potential wells in spherical
geometry. This is described in the paper by Hirsch (Reference 1.2). As seen from Figure
1.2, monoenergetic ions with angular momentum “drag in” electrons to create “onion
skin” like nested potential wells around the center of the sphere such that the lon
density goes to infinity in zero volume at the origin.

5
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“This I a very striking result that enthused these researchers to push on with this
research. It, in effect, circumvents the Elmore et al. restriction by changing the
potential well physics fundamentally. Of Course In practice, there will be a spread in
energy and angular momentum, so one Would not expect more than a single potential
well (vs. the infinite poissors of Farnsworth) to form in practice. The questions
remaining then were (and still are): “How deep can such a well be in practice and how
High an fon density can be trapped in 3+ Various studies followed to study these issues
more thoroughly using Simulation codes. For example, Klevens and Black found in
Reference 1.3 that: "A model ofan electrostatic confirement device with fon injection
has been developed which provides strong correlation between theory and experiment.
The fon density profile was determined in position velocity throughout the two
concentric grids by considering the processes of charge transfer and grid capture. A
Shallow-well approximation as incorporated in the model by assuming thal fons
encountering charge transfer n the inner grid region were accelerated Up to a
‘maximum of 5 percent of the applied grid voltage, and that the velocity of beam ions
was constant in this region. Distribution functions in total energy and angular energy
were developed for both ions and electrons. The ion distribution function consisted of
three parts: a beam created at the anode and accelerated by the applied cathode
voltage;a low-energy group produced by charge transfer near the cathode or in the
center; and a intermediate- energy group resulting from charge-transfer reaction
between anode and cathode. For each group the angular energy was assumed uniform
up to a maximum value, which was different for each energy group. The electrons were
SSsumed to be Isotropic in velocity space, and to be uniformly distributed in otal
energy in the potential well in which they are trapped. The distribution functions were
substituted into Poisson's equation and potential and density profiles for various

6
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experimental parameters were obtained. The parameters which were varied include the
background pressure, the ratio of electron to ion circulating currents, the applied
potential difference between the grids, and the inner grid variables such as measured
current, transparency, and construction error. When estimates of each of these
parameters which simulate the ion injection mode experiment were inserted into the
model, the resuting potential profile exhibited no more than a shallow potential well.
“This result is consistent with that of beam defection measurements In the lon injection
mode experiments. In spite of these assumptions, the model is extremely valuable in
determining the relative (sensitivity of the potential well profile and depth to effects of
many of the system parameters.

It has been found that for the “medium” level of ion currents under discussion, the
most critical factors which inhibit deep well formation are inadequate spherical focusing
and charge neutralization. The focusing is determined to a great extent by the degree
to which the grids are spherical potential surfaces. The grid must approach a spherical
shape within a few percent before other factors such as grid transparency and
background pressure play an important role. However, as the current Is Increased, the
requirements for sphericity are somewhat relaxed. For a grid construction error of less
than 5 percent, increasing the grid transparency and decreasing the pressure will also
lead to significant improvement in well depth.”

‘These results were somewhat encouraging. However, they showed that grid
deformation could be very harmful, This deserves several comments. First, the present
author (G. Miley) later showed that designofgrids with larger openings provided the
STAR mode where ion beams passed through the center of the openings, avoiding grid
collisions and making sphericity of the grid itself less important. This is important for
small neutron/proton source type devices. However, the assumption of grids fails to
address the question of how a grid could survive in a power reactor or if they could be
eliminated to use a potential well with virtual electrode formation. The use of grids
cannot be completely ruled out for power reactors. Magnetic field protection techniques,
active cooling, etc. are conceivable.

Another question relates to the role of background gas in the IEC. The point is this:
When Miley moved to simplify the device for small neutron sources, he used the
discharge between the grid and vessel to form the ions needed for acceleration and
fusion. This inherently forces use of a modest background neutral gas pressure of the
fuel (typically deuterium) inside the reaction vessel. That in turn results in fon reactions
with the background gas becoming a dominant process in these [ECs. Such interaction
includes fusion itself, scattering, charge exchange, etc. This greatly changes the plasma
physics of the IEC as opposed to the ideal of a potential well with “zero” background
pressure. Some key differences in the physics of such TECs were brought ot by Tim
Thornson in his experimental study described in Reference 1.4, He noted that: *In
present gridded systems, convergence is not important since beam-target fusion
reaction dominate the reactivity of these devices, as evidenced by the linear scaling of
reactivity of these devices, as evidenced by the linear scaling of reactivity with the
cathode current. In fact, convergence may reduce the reactivity by forming a virtual
anode that limits the central ion density. However, this space charge effect can be
overcome by proper introduction of electrons. Good convergence is required to achieve
optimal beam-beam reactivity scaling for the application that require higher fusion
reaction rates, and the importance of symmetry in determining convergence places a

7
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constraint on any Spherical IEC device planned for these applications. The observed
055 of convergence with decreasing pressure and increasing current makes achieving
Significant beam-bearm scaling far less favorable.”

In addition to the issue of beam-background fusion dominating in the gridded systems
at higher pressures, Thornson pointed out the importance of energetic ons undergoing
charge exchange and being lost from the system. This work and others on the small
gridded systems at that time showed several important problems which are best
understood by considering beam-background vs. bear-bean fusion scaling. The former
Scales with density and pressure as no ns <Gv> ~ fs+p <0v> while beam-beam
fusion goes as n?<ov>.

Here: ni» = beam ions per cm?; niw= background atoms per cm’; p = background
pressure; <ov> is the fusion reactivity averaged over the appropriate beam-
background (or beam-beam) distribution functions.
If fons are produced as done in most small gridded experiments by electron ionization
collisions with neutral gas during a plasma discharge between the grid and vacuum
vessel wall, reduction of background gas pressure will aso reduce the ion source,
reducing the reaction rate. Thus, it becomes apparent that to get the favorable beam-
beam scaling needed to go into the power reactor regime, ions must be produced
externally while the main reaction chamber is keep at very low background presse to
avoid charge exchange losses. Indeed, without explaining that this was the reason,
Hirsch used external fon “guns” in his early experiment at Farnsworth labs. The present
author (G. Miley), however, went back to the internal discharge ion source technique to
simplify the device for portable neutron source applications. Power devices will need to
go back to external production of some type however. Again, this issue will be
addressed further later.

While earlier workers sought small grid openings designed to provide uniform ion flows
for good core plasma convergence (stressed in the earlier papers already noted) Miley
disclosed In a paper in Reference 1.5 that the STAR mode could be produced with wider
grid openings. In fact, Miley noted that three key modes can be formed in gridded IECs
depending on the pressure and grid openings. These are described as:

“Glow discharge operation of the IECGD is categorized by three distinct discharge
“modes”: Star, Central Spot, and Halo (illustrated in Figure 1.3). These names are quite
descriptiveofthe visual appearances of the visible light emitted from the discharges. Al
three modes are reproducible and stable; each is associated with a different potential
well structure, hence neutron production rate. The star mode was used extensively in
recent experiments. It is distinguished by microchannels or “spokes” radiating outward
from a bright center spot (Figure 1.4). AS verified by magnetic deflection experiments,
the spokes are primarily composed of ion beams aligned so that they pass through the.
center of the openings delineated by the grid-wires. This mode is very efficient for
neutron production, since the large effective grid transparency allows numerous passes
of fons through the center spot before being intercepted by the grid or being ion by
charge exchange. The Star mode is typically obtained at lower operating pressures
(<10 mTorr) and higher voltages (>30 kV), using a carefully formed grid with good
sphericity and high transparency (>95 percent). The halo (or “jet”) mode occurs when
‘one of the grid openings is slightly enlarged compared to the others.”

8
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In summary, the basi IEC approach is to create a potential well through electrostatic
«confinement of one of the plasma species in a dynamic (inertial) configuration.
inertial” effects associated wih dynamic motion of the confined species are essential
10 vod plasma Iosses predicted for systems by Earnshaw (os noted earlier. The tw
primary approaches can be termed, “ion injected” or “electron injected”, the “injected”Species bing the ane forming the potential well 1 order t maintain the well, ine
second species brought in with the injected one must not completely neutralize the
plasma, i.e., the IEC plasma is inherently “quasi-neutral”. This well then provides
trapping and convergence of the ion “streaming” towards the center of the trap region,
forming a dense fusing plasma there. For a power reactor the objective is 0 aptain lonbearn-peam collsons i this central core. For newtron/proton production satisfactory
reaction rates can come from beam backround colisions. However, this scaling with
injected current would require excessive put power fo a practical power-producing
uni. Thus beam-beam scalingof he reaction rate as the curent squared (or HigherPowers as noted earler may be possible due to nonlinear affects) essential. TheVion of a power reactor seeks & zero: background pressure, thus generally Ivoves
an external ion source with acceleration into the trap at ultra low pressure to obtain
beam-beam calsions. As described earlier, this changes the deta o the physics ust
discussed for an deal “2ero" background pressure device. The saue of whekher the trap
should be formed by ion injection or by “digging a well” with electrons remains open,But involves stabil and reaction volume (focLEing) optimization sues. See the
discussion there has been largely on gridded devices, we next briefly review some
atner approaches: the Bussard HEPS concept, the Barres Nebel Penning tra, the NebelPOPS device and the Miey fon injected device.

9
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Bussard HEPS (or Polywell) Concept

In Bussard’s Polywell IEC, a spherical magnetic field termed a “Polywell” is
‘approximately obtained with a muli-pole cusp magnetic field (Reference 1.6). More
about the theory of flows in this configuration is given in the paper by N. Krall
(Reference 1.7), and some stability issues are addressed in the Wang and Krall paper of
Reference 1.8. One of the key physics revolves around electron losses from the poles in
the cusp field. Krall and Bussard argue that a plasma “waffle-ball” effect causes the loss
cone angle to be reduced due to the high pressure developed in the IEC plasma. The
issue still needs further experimental verification. The Polywell approach is very
important and itis currently pursued by R. Nebel's EMC? company in Santa Fe with
significant DOD funding. More insights will be provided throughout this report, but the
reader is encouraged to study the reparts/articles, as already explained earlier, since
the present report is directed more at “ion injected” type devices studies at UIUC.

Barnes Nebel Penning Trap
The Penning trap concept described in Reference 1.9 is explained by Barnes et al. as:
“The Penning Fusion (PF) device uses a unique plasma confinement principle. In PF, a
nonneutral electron plasma is confined in a modified Penning trap by a combination of
applied magnetostatic and electrostatic fields. The electron space charge, in turn,
electrostatically confines a minority, unmagnetized ion species. To apply such a system
to fusion energy production, it is necessary to raise the applied voltages (producing the
confining electrostatic field) to the order of 100 kV or greater. Even with such a high
potential, in a practically sized system, the electron density (and to a greater degree
the ion density) falls short of that required to give reasonable fusion reactivity. Thus,
intrinsic to PF being an interesting concept is the idea of ion focusing, either in space or
time, or some other means of enhancing ion reactivity. In this way the reactivity may
be greatly enhanced over that available with the background density. Penning Fusion is
strongly related to the [EC, but it attempts to address two limitations of the IEC. First,
following the Bussard-Krall Polywell theory (Reference 1.6, 1.7) the grid is replaced by.
an electron cloud, which forms a virtual cathode. In this way, ion-grid collisions and
associated limitations (such as secondary electron emission from the grid and grid
heating) are avoided. Second, high rates of ion~ion collisions, which limit the
theoretically achievable fusion gain Q (fusion power/input power) to around unity are
avoided to some extent with this type of well. However, issues of electron loss and cone
losses, radiation damage of the magnets and cooling, and the ability to circumvent the
Elmore et al. density limit remain as questions.

Nebel POPS Device
Theoretical studies by Bares and Nebel (Reference 1.10) show that a smal internal
oscillating ion cloud may undergo a self-similar collapse in a harmonic oscillator
potential formed by a uniform electron background. This then forms a dynamic [EC
device, but with a quite different ion distribution factor vs. the “conventional” beam-like
one. A key issue for this concept is how much plasma compression can be achieved by
the POPS (Periodically Oscillating Plasma Sphere) oscillations. Recent work has shown
that by properly programming the distribution function of the injected electrons it is
possible to significantly improve the space dynamic charge neutralization and the
plasma compression. Reference 1.10 extends that previous work in a systematic
fashion by developing a formalism that determines the required velocity distribution of

10
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the nected electrons so space charge neutralization can be achieved. This formalism is
then included as a boundary condition in a gridless particle code. Results indicate thatEe
‘compression gets large the solution bifurcates and becomes unphysical. Subsequent
‘experiments on POPS at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) wereSrCouragng, DU fees nok beer Sorina ok igh vat of sont J by ap aft
leaving for EMC2. Thus, the practicality of this concept remains an open question which
deserves more research.

Miley's “Ion Injected” Device

The key to developinga IEC power device fs © use extemal ion “guns” to form andes rs ok rg Fees LEC ava. 0% Siw mtens TPE or 5 to
differential pumping between the gun and chamber allows the high vacuum needed inThe harbor. Ton jection py Extn! Guns wha ari used oy Hecho oresthnoted. Als, more recently other 1b, 0. he University of Wisconsin and Univer of
Kyoto/Tokyo Institute of Technology, have started gun injection work. Some of that isiTeGcharge reson owt of the chambar, Mie ot UIOE (see Sector and Uy has
been studying such a system, both theoretically and experimentally. The theoreticalSesas conn tnt soch an TEC plasma can ex stanly and as Suen confiament
ima Tor ameutroris Teton Toa avserness Gowarers wiry orsos omc 2 eatsve oe emery arc SoulMomo Of PHeesel ont ms Uoareat Sopa of
electrons is provided. A radio-frequency (RF) ion injector (or “gun”) capable of such
Cperaton has already been developed. A ketch of ns osgn's Show in Figur 1.5.
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In this RF gun, a graded index magnetic field is used to Increase the ionization
efficiency. A Key component Is the magnetic focusing lens at the extraction port. This
Slows very efficient ferential pumping between the high pressure gun chamber and
The low prassure IEC chamber. It 850 provides some contral of the angular velocity of
entering lons.
The UIUC RF fon-infector is shown attached to an IEC chamber in Figure 1.6, and a
photograph of the focal spot achieved with injection from this single Injector is shown in
Figure 1.7. Note that lon acattering off of the center dense plasma “core” causes
hoticeable (but “faint recirculating on beams abserved in the photograph of the
Gischarge. With additional Injectors, the recirculation pattern shouldbecome quite
Symmetrical about the center. These studies did include differential pUmPIng So that
number of recirculating passes, B, by an ion was very low, roughly 2. The injected ion

Current, 1, was about 50 mA. Stl, based on measurements of neutrons emitted using
deuterium fue, the Q (fusion energy gain/eneray in) was remarkable for such a small
Gvice, order of 10° Based on tncse results, an agaressive p13 breakeven
experiment using this type of IEC s discussed In Section V1
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Figure 1.6. RF Gun Attached to an 16C Chamberin Figure 1.7. PhtoofCentarSpo Formation. Te
SS Se Soon 5chaohrest va ham esoee tn
CLOSING REMARKS

hs seen, a wealth of information has been developed in studies of gridded IEC devices
However, the beam-background fusion used inthesedevices Involves important
iffrences in physics compared to what fs needed for future beam-beam LEC reactors
Most notable i the need to maintain an extremely lov background pressure to prevent
Interactions with background neutrals. Further, physical grids are subject to damage at
igh power evels. As pointed out, some studies show gids can survive at modest
powers. But, fo aggressive power unis such as the p-+B plant of Section VI, they
Thust be replaced with virtual electrode surfaces creating a deep potential well for ion
Confinement. Upscattering out of the well must be minimized while electron
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temperatures are suppressed. These issues will be discussed further in Section IV ontheory and Section VI on a proposed breakeven experiment.
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Section II. Select Experiments

1 this section some select experiments are briefly reviewed with the mai focus or ionInrted TEC. Sagiring with ne cory Hirsch gun ected 15 periments tnt oeperson Soi tare and or 2 phyScs prepecive, Other experiments aimed atoesppleaions re then Coverety Towed a iecusion of several rece uneon type sakes Renders oaerested  mere. Geta shout consut ererences.
In Reference 2.1, Robert Hirsh disclosed experimental results with very high D-T
neutron rates from an ion-injected IEC shown if Figure 2.1.

Note that six ion “guns” were used to create a low energy ion beam that entered the
Cramer and was oped ve Slocrosatc structures to for the potential well
structure desired for IEC operation. However, differential pumping was not used soBem hackaraund nd rarse-sachanae colon musk ave Sl dayed 5 Somncontar SeoSod record nearer roe tr OT feson Shown
in Figure 2.2.
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was obtained from recirculation beam-beam reactions in a potential well such as in
Figure 2.1 (but without multiple structures). Indeed, to further confirm the existence of
2 potential well, Hirsch did both collimated neutron and gamma measures. As shown in
the paper, he found structure for both consistent with well formation. One possible
explanation is that the ion-electron densities obtained were high enough to "burn out”
(completely ionize) the background neutrals in the potential well. There is no direct
evidence to support this view however.

These important results have never been fully explained. Attempts to reproduce his
experiments were done by Gardner and co-workers at Brigham Young University
(Reference 2.1) who borrowed the original device used by Hirsch. However, despite
many months of effort, the neutron production they obtained was significantly lower
than that reported by Hirsch. They attributed this problem to a failure to regain the gun
alignment necessary to have a highly converged plasma “core” in the center of the
device. A major hurdle to this appears to have been that no provision was made to
allow precision alignment of the gun ions entering the device (although the
investigators did not mention this explicitly). Later when Miley reinitiated gun
experiments, his first gun design followed many of the design elements used by Hirsch,
but incorporated electrostatic beam steering. This worked well, but the design was
eventually discarded to move to RF guns with much higher beam currents. In addition,
the gun design of Figure 1.5 uses a magnetic nozzle for reducing the exiting beam
diameter and to allow strong differential pumping (not used in the prior Hirsch
experiments).

It should be stressed again here that the terms “injector” and “gun" are misleading.
“The objective is to simply “flow” low energy ions into the device such that they are then
accelerated to fusion energies by either the grid or the virtual electrode structure. Thus,

loss of “excess” energy after injection is needed trap the ion, i.e. prevent it from
simply passing through the potential well and hitting the opposite wall. A biased
reflector on the opposite wall can be introduced to help prevent this, but this only works
well if the entering ions have little excess energy. To further understand this problem,
the reader is advised to study the design of the Hirsch chamber of Reference 2.2 which
uses an auxiliary biased grid (“reflector”) near the wall. Indeed the issue of how to best
introduce ions into the potential well so that their energy falls below that required to
escape the well is a key for proper design of the IEC. In addition to designs to cause an
initial ion energy 10s to “drop” them into the potential well, designs with ion sourced
“imbedded” in the well such that ions are born trapped are discussed later.

Gridded devices for near-term applications such as neutron activation analysis (NAA) do
not rely on virtual well potential traps. Rather, the negative bias of the grid forms a
potential trap, and ions are born within the potential trap by ionization collisions in the
internal plasma discharge.

Note that the electron injected case faces the same problem of getting ions into the
potential trap. The approach used with the Polywell employs an embedded ion source
plus relies on “burn out” densities to eliminate neutrals. Success with this technique,
after many problems, was the key that lead to the “breakthrough” reported by R. W.
Bussard (as noted earlier) just before he passed away.

15
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In 1997 Miley and his group published
an IEEE paper that summarized their
internal fon injected grid experiments
(Reference 2.3). (As noted earlier “ion
injected” has been used to define the
species forming a potential well It is not
to be confused with external "gun"
Injection where ions form the well, but
are introduced from an external source).
It discusses the discharge physics and
plasma characteristics for various modes
of operation. It explains how the STAR
mode is created by the defocusing
properties concave inward (towards the
center core) in open grid structures.
Indeed the concept is somewhat anti-
intuitive since one might hope for
focusing “Optics”, but this 5 not possible Figura 2, Photograph ofa STAR mode discharge.
in these configurations. (Indeed various The vere tye rdtown rloe8 ruber
muli-grid approaches have been studied rE NRX trance tyeEC. i pricarwith the obiective of Improving beam Gaon ous wih variations) hs bee used by the ILC,
optics for reflection of ons, hence Ser Cover ayaUnverty. 8 ,
DEreulation. Seo for example, Reference Shows ite uteri and hes proven very ifn: orSen,Sepfot ouamhla # rain Fara ad aorSa
concave potential, all but those in the
exact center of the curved surface are deflected and lost. The centered ions pass
through to the opposite side and go through the grid opening, then are refiected and
repeat this trajectory. Subsequently ionization events along this path cause a rapid
increase In the recirculating current through the center of the grid openings. This then

produces the beautiful STAR mode discharge shown in Figure 2.3.

The use of a pulsed power supply represents a very important way to study the physics
of high current [ECs without employing expensive, very large power supplies and also
avoiding the need for strong cooling to remove the waste heat. The key physics point is
that the beam-beam fusion rate scales as the fon current squared. Most steady state
experiments employ 1005 of mA, while pulsing peak values of many amps are possible.
By selecting the pulse width to match or exceed the lon confinement time, typically
orderof ms in present devices, a quasi equilibrium is established during the pulse. This
allows study of “equivalent” steady-state physics during the pulse.

Miley's device in Reference 2.6 used a Marx bank technology to provide peak currents
of 10° of amps with a ~0.1 sec width and a low repetition rate (selected to minimize
cooling requirements and also reduce bank recharging requirements).

Another important technology regarding the IEC vessel pumping was developed in the
mid-1990s by staf from Miley's group working at the Idaho National Environmental and
Engineering Laboratory (INEEL), Idaho with Robert A. Anderl (Reference 2.5). This work
substituted a metallic hybrid gefter for the external pumping on the IEC chamber. With
his arrangement, the deuterium is absorbed in the getter material while the vapor
pressure, hence chamber background pressure, is controlled by regulation of the getter
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temperature. With proper selection of th size and type of geter material, plus a goodtemperature feedback contol this anger was found 1s work exceednary waThis allows “sealed” IEC uk and removes he bulky pumps. Sue on rsangoment isessential for small mobile neutron sources. Daimler-Chryaer icensed use of si TECheutron technology through the UIUC and used this approach fr elt NAR QuaiContra uns:
The general strategy employed by Daimier-Chryser and others is o send sealed unitsinto the field for NAA application, The purity buildup in the chamber 93s eventuallyCases the performance 0 deteriorate. AL that pin, the Ui returns 10.
originating “factory” or originating laboratory for refueling by pumping down and, ifnecessary, repacing the getter. AS R oceued, Daimler Chrysler uses sueh unl in
Germany on some of their ore delivery belts for NAA inspection of ore composition. Inhi rle they directly replaced CI-355 neutron sources, lowing on-off operation,simplr licensing, an lower Costs. Their plan to distribute commercial ants externally
for sale did not materialize, however, due to company financial problem.

Another important example of the use of a compact EC neutron source Is the wark atKyoto Universty, Japan (Reference 2.75 Theo meesigators usena crane-ype device
which was design for mounting on a crane as shown in Figure 2.4 for land minedetection:
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The basic principle of this detection method, shown in Figure 2.5, is common to most
NA but 3 now specialized for detecting the basic elements in the land ines. Keydesign consideration are the source strength required, the neutron energy desired (..
D:D vs D-T fusion) and the type and location of neutron and x-ray detectors (from
Reference 2.7).

How to Detect Landmine

Neutron yield of ~ 10¢ is required ON

vray _ neutron =
detector ge ‘Atomic rio of TNT explosive:

neyfiron > ©]capunea HL Cll:1+]
fd scatteredpeated Atomic ratio of explosives fixed

thocmal
heton Jl Wi) wee 222 MeV ray emission

ry Nn,7) + 0 10.83 MeV. ray emission

Figure 2.5. SchemeforLandmine Detection Using a Hybrid Magnetron Type IEC Neutronars
The IEC developed for this wori used a magnetron ion generation technique to improvethe neutron production efficiency (Reference 2.6). A bul-in magnetron Gicharge ion
source was Installed in the IEC. With the magnetron discharge, ions are produced in theVicinity of the vacuum chamber (anode)a negative electric potential. Therefore thefons produced are expected to nave nearly full energy corresponding ta tne applied
voltage to the IEC cathode but slightly smaller energy than the anode potential. This
prevents them from hitting the anode of the opposite side improving both fusion
Teacton rate and lon recirculation tf. (Note that tis approach is yet another way toadress the problem of preventing ons created externally from estaping afer entering
the potential well. The technique here is to use the internal source to create the ions at
a potential level less than the height of the potential well).

In addition to an internal source, the magnetron can produce ample ion current to
maintain the discharge under low-pressure conditions. lons generated In the fon source
are attracted by the IEC central cathode because of its high negative electric potential.
Therefore, the Kyoto investigators expected that a higher appied voltage would
increase the extraction current, giving a higher IEC cathode current. However, it was
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found that there is an optimum voltage in terms of a maximum [EC cathode current
Tons supplied by the magnetron fon source are essential to maintain the Ayord (gow
and magnetron) discharge under low gas pressure conditions. The reason fo this
voltage mit is hot lear, Unfortunately ths effect mits the cathode voltage despite the
need for hgh vokage for neutron production near the peak energy of the fusion cross
section. Thus this issue deserves more study to optimize use of a hybrid magnetron
Source TEC operation. Sil the design worked reasonably well for the initial mine
Getection experiments. Unfortunately, the project was terminated prematurely due to
financial Constraints, so information on optimization possibilty remains incomplete.
The design of the ion source also depends on the ion species being injected. Sources
described thus fo Nave focused on deuterium or, in some cases on trium. However,workers at the University of Wisconsin (U. Wisc.) have nad a great Interest n He
Teactions (both D-3He and “He-3ie), 50 have developed a gun specialized to He ion
production (Reference 2.8). To maximize the ion current, a Helicon source was selected
since Helicons are well known for production of very high density plasmas from which
High ln Corrants can be extracted. This source i ilustrated In Figure 2.6 and discussed
in‘Referance 2.8, They state tha this Source nas produced steady-state fon currents of
10 mA nto TEC systems with backround gas pressures as lov #5 200 por
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Fours 2.6. We onSourcefo Us in He-i Fusion Rte Studs at theU of Wisconsin
These developments are aimed at observation of the He-*He reaction in an IEC device.

Scoping calculations of beam-background fusion rates predict that a *He->He reaction

2roGuct spectrum should be distinc observable in an IEC operating below 200 kV.
19
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This capability can provide valuable data regarding *He fusion cross sections at "low"
energies with better counting statistics than accelerator measurements. It appears that
good progress has been made in this direction.

CLOSING COMMENTS

The experiments selected for this section are far from exhaustive, The main
concentration here is on ion-injected IEC such as studied at the UIUC, although
Various electron injected devices such as the “Polywell” are mentioned. The
experiments were selected then to explain some issues and status relative to gridded
devices for near-term applications such as neutron sources and also to address some
issues such as ion injection related to future fusion power units. The latter issues
revolve around how to create deep potential wells in the IEC and trap the reacting ions
in the well while excluding neutral gas atoms. The use of external fon sources with
differential pumping then becomes a key approach for production of ions while keeping
ultra low background pressure in the reacting chamber. This is the approach used at
the UIUC. However, introduction of the source into the configuration such that the ions
are bom at potentials below the well depth is another possibility as shown by the hybrid
magnetron source work in Japan. Another point noted is the advantage of using pulsed
operation to obtain high peak ion currents to take advantage of the ion density squared
scaling for beam-beam reactions.
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Section III. Other Geometries

A unique feature of the EC is the ability to vary its geometry to adapt to a number of
important near term and future applications. Here we consider cylindrical [EC
‘geometries, the IEC Jet extraction geometry, dipole assisted, and magnetically-coupled
IEC unit which add flexibility for use in some power applications. Other important
configurations, which are quasi-spherical, include the magnetic assisted HEPS (Polywell)
configuration, the Penning trap IEC, and the POPS oscillating TEC. These concepts are
discussed briefly elsewhere in this report so will not be included here.
CYLINDRICAL IECS
The prime alternate geometry studied for IECs is cylindrical. While originally developed
at the UIUC, the configuration has spread to other labs including the University of
Wisconsin, Kyoto University, and the Tokyo Institute of Technology. The objective is to
obtain a dense core region extending along the axis of the cylinder. This is especially
important for neutron sources since I offers a very long source that can be used for
broad area coverage of large objects such as container boxes. Other conventional
sources would require multiple “ganged” sources to do the same. A downside however,
is the high power input required for such configurations. Thus the advantage of source
length must be weighed against the alternative of moving a smaller point source over
the surface of interest.

It is not clear that the cylinder is useful for scaling to a power reactor. It can be viewed
5 2 2-D version of the spherical unit. AS such, the beam convergence (compression) is
limited to lower values, hence lower core densities (an important effect for beam-beam
fusion desired for power reactors, but less so for beam-background reactions used in
most current neutron sources).

Two types of cylindrical sources (References 3.1-3.5), shown schematically in Figure
3.1, have been studied - a gridded type which Is essentially the spherical unit
converted into a cylinder, and a quite different hollow cathode design. The gridded
design was a natural variation of the original Farnsworth device and was first studied
experimentally in the 1970s by T. Dolan at the UIUC who used laser diagnostics with a
noble gas discharge to study density-temperature and species profiles. The hollow
cathode design was later proposed by G. Miley as an attempt to retain the long axial
reaction region but do away with grids.
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The hallow cathode "C-Device” of Figure 3.1 has an insulted vacuum chamber with anaternating series of hollow cylindrical cathodes 2nd anodes spaced songs common
longitudinal axis. Biased end plates serve as charged particles “reflectors”. The anodes,
cathodes and end plates are biased to steady state and/or pulsed voltages, dependingon the operational mode. This onfigaration 5 used 0 Mate a plasma CCaroE,sulting 1 electrostatic confinement of fusion fuel (on it oth the ial and redial
directions (Reference 3.4). Present operation produces about 107 n/s (D-D) steady
state while for pulsed output 10° n/s (D-D) is obtained.

In “the” cylindrical version 2-D IEC (Figure 3.1), cylindrica cathode grd s placed with
its axis concentric with the axis of the surrounding vacuum vessel. This is then, in
effect, a 2-D version of the spherical IEC. It operates by convergence of ions createdSetweon the and and wall ono a smal voir lang he ari, hance has sometimesbeen called the “Radial Converging IEC (RC-ECY" As already noted the baste physicsofthis version was originally studied in pioneering work by T, Dolan In 1970, Howevers
the concept lay dormant until revised and upgraded several decades later withimproved ard designs or neutron prodcion by UIUC workers:
ELECTRICALLY-DRIVEN IEC JET THRUSTER

The use of an IEC design for space propulsion was originally proposed by R.W. Bussard
(Reference 3.6). (His concept was for a high thrust scram jet device. While very
attractive, this concept (and Miley et al.'s “Spaceship 1 & II concepts discussed later)
are for far-term use. Here we discuss near-term electronically driven IEC designed forSoace applications. In tis case, electrical power would ome from a solar pane.
The IEC jet thruster is intended as an ultra-maneuverable space thruster for satellite
and small probe thrust operations. The IEC Jet design potential offers a unique
capability to cover a wide range of powers (few Watts to Kilowatts) with good efficiencyle providing a plasma jo that Can stars wiha large diameter nut be narrowed
directionally to focus on targets. The IEC thruster uses a spherical configuration,
wherein ions are generated and accelerated towards the center of a spherical vacuumerA ocho Tao 1 the gfene orien ore regi aud comme!
with a locally distorted cathode grid potential field, extracts accelerated ions into an

2
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intense quasi-neutral ion jet. The configuration, low gas leakage, and good heat
removal make it possible to scale the design to either low powers or high powers,
covering a range of interest for present small satellites on to future medium and large
satelites. In addition to maneuverable thrusting, the jet channel extraction technique
enables directing and focusing the plasma stream down on an asteroid or other abject
for interrogation of it. Analysis of the plasma emission spectra would provide an
identification of the materials and surface features of the object. With further
development the IEC system potentially offers an attractive fusion power source.
Another advantage of the IEC jet thruster is that it provides a step towards a future p-
11B IEC power source and/or thruster for satellite operations. This possibility is also
briefly discussed here.
Relation to Other Prior Thrusters
NASA and other laboratories have worked toward developing advanced Hall Thrusters
for future satellite applications. Such thrusters, however, do not scale well to lower
powers for small satellites, nor are exhaust plasma modifications possible to provide
fast maneuverability. The JEC-jet thruster appears uniquely able to address both issues.
Conventional plasma thrusters such as the Hall thruster have undergone much more
‘experimental study than the IEC-jet thruster, However, the simplicity of the IEC-Jet
thruster design and its thermal scalability makes it feasible to quickly develop and test,
making the lack of data base lessofa liability.

In the jet thruster concept the plasma target at the center of the chamber, created by
the intersection of the multiple ion beams, serves to deflect ions into the escaping jet
plasma. The resulting virtual anode, in combination with curved potential lines created
by the cathode grid diverts fons, forming 2 strong plasma jet. This is channeled out
through an enlarged hole and guide structure in the grid (Figure 3.2). This design
promises a good efficiency and thrust while providing a low weight, and due to the very
open accelerator grid structure, a very long lifetime. Thus it provides a good thruster
for basic satellite operations and with the added jet control/focusing also provides
maneuverability.

In addition the IEC jet offers two added features that increase its potential effectiveness
for probing various space objects. The fact that the IEC jet can be controlled to form
over multiple areas around the sphere would allow the platform to maneuver itself close
t0 a target and then simply open a second jet offset 180 degrees from the propulsive
ne. The second jet would serve the integration purpose of the platform without having
to expend time or additional resources such as fuel to reorient itself to direct the plume
at the target. Other current systems, such as Hall thrusters, would first have to position
itself close to the target, and then reorient such that the exhaust plume is properly
oriented. Thus, the [EC jet thruster would not be subject to expending the resources of
time and fuel that other platforms require. Another optionfor the IEC jet thruster is to
operate as a pulsed device, This becomes especially important when considering how
long it may take to disable a defensive target (the platform's impulse time to disable).
The use of an intense pulsed jet could disable the target before it has time to maneuver
or apply defensive layers. As discussed later, the basic IEC has been operated
experimentally in a pulsed mode using a capacitive power unit. However, to date,
formation of the jet has only been studied under steady-state operation.

23
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An added long-term potential advantage of developing the IEC-je thruster is that the
Concept can eventually be extended to an ultra high impuise fusion povier/propuision
nit. Indeed, the thruster concept arose from work on a fusion based IEC (Reference
315). To move to fusion power, however, would require advances such as discussed for
terrestrial TEC power plants as Section VI.
JET Extraction From a Spherical IEC

A plasma jet can be extracted from the gridded spherical IEC by enlarging a grid
opening. This forms the basis for various exciting applications including a Jt thruster
2nd various plasma processing uses such as gasification of municipal wastes and future
material recycle. Here, to lusirate this asymmelrical geometry, we briefly consider
The IEC jet thruster for use In satelite operations and maneuvering (Reference 3.6)
Description of the IEC Jet Thruster

For conventional star mode operation, such as discussed care, the IEC grid is
Gesigned to be highly symmetric 5 that the microchannel beams are also symmetric,
providing 900d Convergence. However, experiments have demonstrated that enlarging
She of the gid openings distort the potential surfaces. This results in the creation of 2
Very Intense, ightly coupled space-charge-neutralzed ion jet directed outward from the
Central core plasma region (see Figure 3.2) (Reference 3.7), and it i ths mode of
operation (star with fe) that would be employed for the proposed thruster.
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Faure 3.2. (s) Jt Operations Mods In Experimental EC Device and (5) Jt Steup
The jet formation has been explained theoretically (Reference 3.5) in terms of the large
distortion of the potential surface at the enlarged arid opening. The local gradient
initiates electron flow that in turn drags ions out across the surface. The result is the

formation of the intense space charge neutralized ion beam (or “plasma jet") at that
location. Such aperation has been routinely abtained in laboratory TEC devices under
Steady-state operation, with the plasma jet being maintained for hours. The power
Carried by the jt has been demonstrated by heating a target plate placed in ts path
Over half of the energy imparted to the ons by the accelerating oridis effectively
funneled into the Jet, and no major losses of ions to the vacuum chamber wall o grid
2
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are observed. For example, with the device of Figure 3.2b, the input power is about 2KW with over 1.5 kW being carried out by the jet flow. Consequently, this configurationprovides a way to efficiently convert the energy stored by accelerated ions in the
symmetric microchannels into a directed beam or jet.
Comparison to a Conventional “Plasma” Thruster
The IEC thruster can be viewedas transforming a conventional fon thruster into a
spherical form. In the IEC thruster of Figure 3.2b, ions are produced in the gas
discharge region through the injection and oscillation of electrons about a guide grid
that is held to a slightly positive potential. A second grid extracts lons from the
discharge region and accelerates them towards the center of the device. This type of
ion formation in the IEC has been studied extensively by workers at Nambe Tech, a
“spin-off” company by LANL workers (Reference 3.8). In the case of a planar thruster,
fons are also formed in a discharge region. However, instead of a guide grid, a
magnetic field is used to contain electrons, providing a long path to maximize ionization
collisions. The ion source regions are basically the same, then, for both IEC and planar
fon thrusters, and the extraction/acceleration provided by the grids and the magnetic
fields play equivalent roles in the respective devices. However, the IEC jet thruster
concept must extract a net thrust from the spherical configuration. That is where the
two concepts (planar vs. IEC) diverge, and the star-jet operational made becomes
essential. The micro-channel formation in the STAR mode acts to maintain and store
the accelerated ions until they are diverted directionally and escape out through the
plasma jet opening. The opening is biased, enabling the control of the potential gradient
between the grid and the opening, hence allowing for increased control of the intensity
of the plasma jet.

‘The maintenance of STAR mode is then fundamental to the success of IEC jet
operation. Both experimental data and particle-in-cell (PIC) code simulations show that
the energetic ions can be maintained in microchannels for hundreds of passes. The jet
‘opening allows escape into it in less than ten passes. Consequently, a majority of the
ions, >95 percent, escape at full energy. Thus, the star-jet provides an amazingly good
method to both store and direct the energetic fons.

Overall, the TEC configuration offers distinct advantages. First, the grid structures used
in the IEC thruster are much more open than those used in the conventional planar
thruster designs. When combined with microchannel ion focusing, this prevents ion-grid
collisions, greatly reducing grid erosion and significantly increasing the thruster lifetime.
Second, transforming the device into a sphere makes the overall unit more compact per
unit-ion-source volume, implying a weight reduction advantage. Third, unwanted
neutral propellant gas leakage would be reduced, due to the smaller net opening
required by the high-density jet, vs. a conventional planar thruster having multiple grid
openings. This advantage becomes especially important for thruster applications.
Assuming that the IEC thruster efficiency would be comparable to that of the planar lon
thruster design, based on these operational improvements, the EC thruster then offers
significant advantages. [Note that an alternate IEC thruster concept is described later in
the section on J. Khachan's work. It too looks very promising.)
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Jet Extraction

To obtain thrust from an IEC device, a valley or trough must be created in the
electrostatic potential, and a hole must be physically cut into the ground sphere. This
allows high-speed ions to escape in the form of a plasma jet as described in the
preceding section. Ions are generated near the ground potential with the aid of electron
emitters and additional grids. A central spherical electrical grid accelerates ions to the
core region. A cylindrical "channel" grid with the same electrostatic potential as the
central spherical grid creates a passage through which ions can escape to the outside.
Thus this trough in the electrostatic potential profile across the centerline (thrust axis)
of the IEC thruster is a unique feature compared to the linear profile for a planar
device.

The ion beams finally exit through an opening in the ground sphere of the IEC device.
The channel grid must be well insulated from the ground potential to prevent short-
circuiting or arc-over; thus a separate insulated feed-through cable maintains the
negative potential on the inner spherical and channel grids. Makeup propellant gas is
fed into the ionization region through neede-valve-controlled tubing located around the
chamber wall. Ionization of the propellant uses the electron emitter-guide grid design
described earlier. The inner grid serves to bath extract and accelerate fons, forming the
microchannels. To control neutralization of the plasma jet, additional electron emitters.
are attached close to the jet discharge hole. A combination of electron emission rates
and jet grid bias can be used to control the beam space charge, hence the growth of
focusing of the beam during propagation. In present experiments, however, the
electron rate is fixed at a suitable value while the jet grid bias is varied.

Control of the jet diameter and focus is obtained in two ways: first, the channel grid will
be separately hinged with a small servo motor such that its axis can be moved over a
Volume defined by a 10 percent cone angle; second, the grid bias can be varied over a
range up to the chamber potential to provide focus control over the jet flow. A large
negative grid bias wil cause a narrow focus while small potential vaiues will allow the
plasma to expand giving a broad cross section beam.

Experimental Jet Design and Performance

Figure 3.3 shows the thruster experiment components. It is also of interest to consider
the typical dimensions involved to illustrate the compactness of the unit. The
experimental studies use an existing spherical IEC chamber of ~30-cm with a 1-cm
diameter port on one side of it for beam extraction. (This is somewhat larger than
envisioned for application to micro-satellites). An 8-cm diameter spherical electrical
tungsten or tantalum wire grid, having a geometric transparency of ~90 percent, wil
mount inside the chamber. A ~1-cm diameter hole will be cut into the sideof the wire
grid, and this hole will be aligned with the hole in the chamber wall and connected to it
by a 2-cm diameter cylindrical guide grid. The insulator covering the grounded wall
must be of sufficient size to prevent arc-over from the ground to the cylindrical grid.
The inner electrical grids are connected to a 500-kV dc power supply through the
insulated feed-through cable. A positively-charged outer grid witha variable voltage of
~ 10-100 V is mounted on a swivel connector at the outside of the beam extraction
port of the chamber, in combination with four electron emitters, generates ions. The.
choice for the voltages on the outer grids is flexible, so long as 3 sufficient ion

2%
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In summary, the power efficiency of the IEC thruster appears to be competitive to

include a more compact design, large heat rejection area, an exhaust jet closer to
quasi-neutrality, reduced neutral propellant leakage, and reduced grid erosion. Thus,
the massofthe TEC jet thruster system can potentially be reduced compared to a high-

Scale-up to p-!'B IEC Space PowerUnit/Thruster

The electrically driven IEC jet thruster provides an important data base for a next step
p-118 IEC jet thruster. Jumping to p-1'8 for this application may appear overly
ambitious. However, neutronless fusion seems essential in a small space thruster to

fusing plasmas in ECs has been gained through development of IEC DD neutron

characterofthe IEC. This important characteristic makes use of p-!18 a realistic goal.
In fact, operation with circulating ion energies at the desired 150 keV energy for p-11B
has already been achieved at the UIUC and several other laboratories working on ECs.
The issue then is how to achieve adequate confinement times. The approach being

experiment to demonstrate p-''8 physics is discussed in Section VI.

identify an orderly progress of IEC applications in commercial space power, starting
with an electrically driven IEC thruster to a self-powered IEC p-''B unit. The attractive
characteristics of the electrically driven device, namely light weight, low maintenance,
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low fuel leakage and extreme maneuverability make it a near-term competitor with
other devices such as Hall thrusters for future commercial thruster applications in the
multi-kW range. The extension to a p-18 self-powered unit would resolve many
problems anticipated as larger power requirements develop. It would be extendable to
Iarge power units needed for eventual fast deep space propulsion. Much more research
and development is required to ensure that step in a timely fashion, however.

The Dipole Assisted IEC (DalEC)
‘The dipole assisted IEC DalEC is similar to the IEC concept discussed above except a
dipole magnet is located in the center of two hemispherical grids (Reference 3.9). The
DalEC was first proposed by G. Miley at the UIUC and has been under investigation
there. This concept is closely related to the levitated dipole reactor (Reference 3.10)
but is much simpler, being smaller and not requiring levitation. I¢ also differs
considerably in the physics of the associate plasma confinement. Two ion sources inject
40-keV deuterium and helium-3 ion beams toward the centerof the dipole magnet. The
‘magnetic field will compress the ion beams by trapping ions along the magnetic field
lines; therefore, they fuse within the dipole magnet. The products of the D-*He fusion
reaction are 14.7-MeV protons and 4-MeV alpha particles. These can be used for direct
charged particle propulsion or direct conversion to electricity (ar both- propulsion and
station keeping). A schematicof the setup is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure3.4. Dipole Reactor Propulsion Scheme

Those fons that exit toward the right in Figure 3.4 are trapped by the magnetic field
produced by the stabilizing coil and are exhausted to produce thrust. Since the
magnetic field does not close at the nozzle but is open, protons and particles are not
required to be neutralized. This configuration of the magnetic feld in the DalEC system
reduces the mechanical components. A neutralizer (electron injection into the exhaust)
will be required in this system so as to avoid possible charging up at nozzle.
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There are several advantages of the dpole-assisted IEC. By applying the desired
Voltage to the cathotie gid, high-energy fons are easily obtained, hence plasma heating
is straightforward. Indeed in this case fusion is dominated by beam-beam (non-

Maswelian reactions). Also, the dipole magnet at the center of the device produces
Fil ings that trap fons an compresses them within the inner radius of the dipole
Thus, a very high son density can be achieved leading to high reaction rates via beam-
Beam fusion. Biating the dipole magnet to the same potential as the cathode rid
Saves the problem of space charge build-up due o the high fon density at the center of
Saree
DAIEC EXPERIMENTS

The purpose of current experiments Is to investigate the focusing effect of a dipole
Taghetic ed in spherical TEC. In particular, the primary gol 1s to measure the
increase in plasma densities achieved by a dipole-assisted IEC. In theory, the
Introduction of Current fingo Gipole Coll Into the base configuration would focus
particles into the canter of the dipole, Increasing the plasma density at the core of the
Govice. A schematicof he current experimental setup is shown In Figure 3.5
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Figure 3.5. (a) Dipole Magnetic Field and (b) Layout of Devices

his experiment employs two spit spherical grids as shown n Figure 3.5. lons are
created In the discharge between these grids and the vessel wall They are extracted
and accelerated by the grid potential so they pass through the dipole field of Figure

3.52. Experiments have confirmed that an order of magnitude density increase (vs. no

dipole present) can be achieved in the center region. A double Langmuir probe is
incerted at various positions throughout the center region.
The use ofa bias on the dipole magnet structure to control space charge build-up Was
2150 studied. In a fon-injected EC partial space-charge neutralization at the core
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effect by an external control of the centerline potential by applying a bias voltage to the
dipole coil. In the UIUC experiment this was done by applying a voltage to a small

density with a small center line bias applied was about 30 percent while the applied

neutralization, but these results still demonstrate the basic concept of dipole focusing

Electron density vs B-field 25mTorr
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“The next section turns to some very interesting diagnostic studies of IEC devices,

Sydney, Australia.

KHACHAN'’S STUDIES AT U OF SYDNEY

‘emission spectroscopy of gridded IEC devices (Reference 3.11, 3.12). Using Doppler

than 30 kV) are mostly composed of molecular ions with approximately 20 percent
atomic hydrogen. They have also developed a spectroscopic model based on collisional
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predict fusion rates. This latter achievement makes spectroscopic measurements

In follow-on work, they simplified the modeling of charge exchange with an analytical
‘approach to charge exchange modeling based on Markov chain theory.

Table 4.1. Comparison of Analytical and Numerical Estimates of Q-values inomnes Sooon tor S54 Sara

] Anatyticat Cen|

ih comouna rs aoa 1]

The movement of ners moving vay fam thech sen fom he specsaBySaos Bsoss massa 3
show charged micron sized insulating spheres (dust) experience a force away from the
cathode centre (Reference 3.13). The explanationofthis was attributed to a local
potential maximum established at the center of the cathode, which accelerates ions at
that point away from the center. Due to charge exchange, ions become neutrals andcannauowae on rceBeyom ctr, Saeed on hin,eoaid eso cig sos fo sac toioterwhos shelmoranTEnonce 319. do rt Spach ime of
that this concept, while having some similarities, differs in some details from Miley’s jet
thrusts describe earlier.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Th primary focusof his scion as been on io key ama geometries: The
in commercial markets with other options. This IEC technology is just now emerging, sosoroeo£ Solera. wa bout uh sobsa
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Section IV. IEC Theory

Early basic IEC theory vias briefly © emitter
Gesibed n Secon 1. Section vw Onovéoped |B ay
now turn to some more recent studies CONAUCIor
Starting with an carly study by Bill ov wn
Nevins (Reference 4.1) that has caused .
concern in the community abou the |
Suitability of the IEC for a fusion power Po
reactor. Nevins did a semi analytic y
analysis where IEC systems are 5 |rum Ia =
fon distribution function. Coulomb.
collisions between ions cause this |r |
distribution to relax to a Maxwellian on 1 _
the fon-ion collisional time scale. His i i
analysis suggests that he put power
required to prevent this relaxation, thus lect
maintaining the [EC configuration for uu CL Superconducting
Tes boven the oso oatonartime. Wa magnet
scale, i Greate than the fusion power igure...Cros Section ofthe Experimental avout
produced. Thus, he concluded that IEC 1 the PPXT Experiment. Theemidar doco source.
Syms show fle promise or he Teerokreeeatdevelopment of commercial electric coitneran spied by he axl Masri i TheDov plans. Nei’ analysis appears state Shc gymretases an sir
to be very thorough, however, as SOR SIRT
discussed next, t suffers from several
key, but subtle assumptions that may force the pessimistic results.
Later, to further explore issues raised by Nevins, Luis Chacon, doing his thesis with G.
Miley, decided to use a Fokker Plank model for analysisof the IEC so that some of the
Questionable assumptions used by Nevins could be relaxed. This study, presented in
Reference 4.2, specifically dealt with a Penning-type IEC due to interest in the Penning
trap experiment at LANL. The experimental device, PPX-L is lustrated in Figure 4.2
while the reactor-like configuration modeled by Chacon is shown in Figure 4.2. It should
be stressed however, that the conclusions stil apply in principle to the fon injected IEC
since the issues involve the potential wel rapping common to both. The Penning trap
and the fon injected devices diffe in how the willis formed and stabilized, but the
physics of trapped plasma confinement is the same. Namely, the time sca for
olson degradation of the beam-like ion distribution function is crucial since shart
times (as the fusion time) would prevent power reactor. Nevins addressed this issue
by calculating collisional relaxation rates from a beam-Iike, monoenergetic ion
population, absolutely confined in a square potential well. From his analysis, Nevins
Concluded that the TEC will thermaiize and lose fon focusing before enough fusion
34
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events take place, Accordingly, he predicted that the Q-value (define the rti of
fusion power out to ion input power) of an IEC device operating with a 50/50 percentCeermerum (DT) Tore woud 0 31 or 3 S00 spears won THEConclusion would rue ou the possily af3 fusion reacir: bet would eave open theGevelopment of driven ROUITOR sources, However, hs analats conan severeesonab assumptions. For Same, a ght focused monoemergen on bear i inict a pessimiste stanore, echuse Geren co-moving on species oukh os & ond
with the same energy) result in a finite speed difference, thus fostering ion-ion
collisions and the degradation of the ion distribution function. It would be more realisticConor pe sare wel Facer: beeen ahem wou mabe Shs paiti the on bea ater some Une, making the Speed difrence minicom: ThsTne of argument was pursued comer by Baracs e os (REferance 4.3 whe foc § ~
1.3 for the same system.
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In Chacon’s work, a bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck (BAFP) model was employed toontai sreach-stte Soon or oe om Stun foncon and 0 Cacemee assorted
fusion energy gains (Q-values) in a variety of operating conditions. These is done in
terms of source and sink strengths, ion injection energies, well depths, and electrostaticeran Sass. Thos, sha mang mptiont by Nasir samely hat lone re
confined in a square potential well, and that their distribution is tightly focused and
onCRneTGetlc re roieed WheN thas etitve asSupUONS Ev reeves it 19
found that large energy gains (Qs of hundreds) for beam-like solutions in square wells
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are possible in Penning IEC devices provided that: 1) The electrostatic well is deep
enough (Eo > 100 kV); 2) Ton confinement time is long enough (8 > 0.01); and 3) Ton
source strength is moderate (Sma < 300). Another important effect which enters these
calculation concerns is relative to ion motion in the well. To emphasize the difference
between Q values studies from Nevins and Chacon are summarized in Table 4.1. (Here,
the BAFP calculation was done for off-optimal conditions (vs. the BAFP obtained for
beam-like cases) to compare with the Nevins’ calculations).
Further, calculated Q-values from the BAFP simulation by Chacon for the beam-like
cases are about five to ten times larger than those obtained in by Nevins in Reference
4.1. This added inconsistency can be traced back to the different treatmentofthe D
and T ion species in the two calculations. Thus, while BAFP treats both species as one
with average mass, Nevins treats both species separately but assumes they follow the
same monoenergeic distribution function. This results in a finite velocity difference
between species that boosts collisionaiity, rendering smaller Q-values. The.
inconsistency in the Q-value disappears when BAFP is compared against theoretical
estimates with a similar multispecies treatment in Table 4.1

‘The BAF calculations in Reference 4.2 eliminated most of the assumptions that limited
Q values in prior studies, plus they concentrated on conditions in parameter space
where promising Q values could be expected. These conditions include that the
electrostatic well is deep enough (Eo ~ 100 kV); lon confinement time is long enough
(8 ~ 0.01); the ion source strength is moderate (max < 300), while the ion injection
energy is slightly below the potential-well maximum. (Here and Smaxare normalized
quantities defined in Reference 4.2).

These results again confirm that proper formation of the electrostatic well is essential to
achieve large fusion gains, and demonstrate that the distorted Maxwellian ion

distribution —neglected in previous analyses—can play a postive role in the IEC gain.
Results also show that the square well assumption, used in previous analytical
estimates by Nevins is in fact a pessimistic one. Thus, parabolic wells result in larger
density peaks at the center, yielding Q-values 3 to 5 times larger (for Eo ~ 150 kV) than
those obtained with square wells. Parabolic wells are also more forgiving with respect to
the source to ratio requirement. AS previously noted Chacon found steady-state
distributions in which the thermalized component of the distorted ion population is
significant and can produce high gains. Such operating regimes with Q-value > 100
have been identified, as plotted in Figure 4.3. These results ignore electron
Bremsstrahlung loss however. That effect on the Q-value was addressed heuristically by
Chacon using a semi-analytic model, indicating that quite large Q-values are still
possible, provided that electron particle losses are kept small and well depths are large.

‘These results show that in addition to potential well shape, the source strength vs. up-
scattering losses plays a crucial role in the IEC energy gain. More insight into this can
be obtained from the distribution functions for trapped ions, sketched in Figure 4.3.
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The source to sink issue noted several times here can be explained as follows, Two
opposite mits of this kind of solution are depicted In Figure 4.4. The realization of
either of these limits depends on the equilibrium between two competing effects,
namely up-scattering of the Maxwellian ion component confined in the well (which
increases as the Maxwellian temperature increases and tends to empty the well), and
‘down-scattering of the beam (which tends to fill it). The relative importance of these
effects is directly related to the strength relatives of the source and the sink. They are
characterized here by Smax = maximum value of the ion source, and t = ion
replacement time, respectively. Thus, weak sinks and strong sources wil result in a
I3Tae beam population, increasing the beam down.scattering rate and hence Increasing
effective” Maxwellian temperature, given i the dotted line profile n Figure 4.4.
Conversely, weak sources and strong sinks will result in a small beam population, thus
decreasing the beam down-scattering rate and resulting in lower Maxwellian
temperatures, leading to the solid line profile in Figure 4.4.
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POTENTIAL WELL STRUCTURE

The potential structures are called double potentials because two extremisms (“outer”

and “inner” wells) are observed in the plotsof electrostatic potential versus IEC radius,

itha ee] sothode oid Min A hmate reoocamaton of 3 Yc
ares pono rom Tames work 13 shan Fore 4.5. These cases Te
aren on rhs aes case eared m Section where kis potent wells
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with sharp peaks were observed. In Tzonev’s study, spread-out potential extremisms
are observed due to the high angular momentum spread. The virtual anode is defined25 that position where the potential increases from its minimum value at the realcathode up to about 95 percent of its maximum value. The virtual cathode is defined asthe position where the potential is 95 percent as deep as its minimum value in thecenterofthe IEC device. The depth of the “inner” potential minimum, mare frequently
called the double well. Depth is defined as a percentage of the height of the “outer”
potential maximum. For the case shown, the double well has a depth of about 60percent.

IECcathode gris

Virtual Virtual - “
5 cathode anode .

5 5 Qf S Ysh 1 ; amg .
£ avi ! '3 Ul Va : Ty ;
g > Real +2 { cabode ars25 i ~ wiv0 0.07" ~ .Radius fm] Saale
Figure 4.5. The Definition of the Double Well Figure 4.6. The Definition of the parallel andDapth: GoubleWell Depth [%] = -dV/Veu x 100. Parpandicular Velocitiestthe IEC Cathods GridThe case shown assumes 30-kev injection
The definition of angular momentum is also illustrated in Figure 4.6. In sphericalgeometry, the velocity component perpendicular to the radius axis represents the
angular momentum.
TZONEV ET AL. - DEEP WELL STUDY
Tzonev et al. (Reference 4.4) used the IXL (ion accelerated code), a 1-D electrostaticPoisson-Viasov equation solver for use In spherical geometry. IX. was originallydeveloped by Mission Research Corporation for R.W. Bussard. The primary purpose of
the code is to determine an electrostatic potential consistent with the dynamics of the
charged particles within that same potential, and to determine the charged particle
density distribution inside of the spherical cathode. While IXL neglects collisionaleffects, it stil provides an important limiting case where space charge effects dominate.
The boundary conditions for each particle population are characterized by five
parameters: injected beam current, average injection energy, energy spread associated
with the velocity component in both parallel and perpendicular directions, and the
number of recirculations through the core.
Tzonev et al. found that deep double electrostatic potential wells can occur at high on
and electron currents (30 A-60 A); high perpendicular ion energy spread (3 keV-14
keV); low perpendicular electron energy spread (3 eV), and low radial ion energyspread (0.1 eV-0.5 eV). An example is given in Figure 4.7.
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The corresponding ion density profile, shown in Figure 4.8, has a high value inside the
Virtual cathode (center core plasma) and also a peak in front of the grid (real cathode).
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Figur 4.7. The Double Well PotentialCalculated With Figure .. fon Danaty profsfo Potential
Coair pars, taken, Le 55h, TSO Wall Shown im Fgura 47
An important new insight obtained in TO
the study revealed that these potential
profiles create fon density distribution “ [=m wa
functions completely different from the i
ones observed when a single well wal osme] a jf—

electrostatic potential exists. Two ion BE |
ensity peaic were commonly observed Fob oni
“one in'the central IEC core region, and £8 |_____ J 1
one near the cathode wire grid as seen § 7 -
in Figure 4.8. In this manner, the single 8 3 1 - A | 1
ion peak created by the single well oh of me
potential is spit into two peaks. The wht A meen]
central ion peak has a much smaller 0 rs +
radius than the original peak This EE ICC
causes higher ion densities to occur in ws. Suedse esos

ym e320FlorRation teessential for the achievement of high
fusion rates, However, since the fusion core radius in these calculations is very smal -
on the order of 0.4 cm - 0.9 cm, the total number of neutrons emitted per Second is too
Jow to create useful fusion power (see Figure 4.9). Stil, the physics principles
illustrated provide important insight into injection issues.

A reduced angular momentum spread and higher injection energies would be required
to correct tne well volume problem. Stil, the D-D fusion rate scaling of I is
encouraging, and it is indeed surprising that this large angular momentum spread
achieves such distinct double well structures. As stated in Section 1, the current scaling
for beam-beam reactions is strictly 12. However, as shown by Tzonev et al., nonlinear

changes in the potential well shape and ion density profile combine to cause the higher
power current scaling law. It would be anticipated, however, that this effect would

Saturate at some current, tending back to the fundamental 2 relation. Along these
fines, it should be noted that prior Investigators also predicted scaling laws with
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exponents greater than 2. The first suggestion of this was By R. W. Bussard based ontheoretical arguments (see Section 1). Later, PIC studies by M. Ohnishi at KyotoUniversity (now at Kansal University) also sfiowed such strong scaling (not covered
here-butsee M. Ohnishi in Proceedingsof 16” IEEE/NPSS, vol. 2, pp. 1468-1471). Theunanswered question is at what current level this occurs. Future simulations should
address that issue and also examine low angular momentum spread and higher ion
injection energies.

In summary, this study by Tzonev et al. is very encouraging for formation of deep wellsin IEC devices designed for reactors using beam-beam dominated fusion. However,
much more work needs to be done along these fines to fully identify the optimal ioninjection strategy for deep wells with minimum power input. As stressed earlier, the
potential well parameters must also be combined with a consistent calculation of the
energy gain (Q) following the methods of L. Chacon et al. to establish a complete
picture of energy gain possible in a power type IEC.
MOMOTA ET AL. - STUDY OF VIRTUAL ELECTRODE STRUCTURE
In another related study, Momota and Miley (Reference 4.5) used an analytic solution
to examine the angular momentum effects. “Double-well” potential structure (virtual
cathode formation) was studied in a stationary spherical IEC using the nonlinear
Poison’s equations and particle densities derived from kinetic theory. A novel method to
obtain a spherically symmetric stationary distribution function is introduced and an
integral-differential equation is simplified by applying a relevant approximated formula
for an integral. Electron and ion beams are collision-free, and their velocities are
roughly aligned toward the spherical center, but with a slight divergence. Analyses
show that the angular momentum of ions and the smaller one of the electrons create a
Virtual cathode, i.., a double-well structure, of the electrostatic potential on a potential
hill near the center. The density limitof an [EC well was found and the conditions.
relevant to form a deep potential well was presented.
These results show trends roughly similar to the numerical studies of Tzonev, et al.,and may be useful to persons wanting to study the effects analytically.

KIM - STABILITY ANALYSIS
In addition to achieving adequate potential well trapping for net energy production, the
question of stability of the non-Maxwellian plasma in the well must be considered.
(Note that “stability” is a separate question from the thermalization of the beam-like
distribution in the IEC discussed earlier. However, they are coupled nonlinear problems
due to the fact that the distribution function used for both calculations should be.
consistent). N. Krall did some earlier studies to show that the distribution in the R.W.
Bussard type Polywell IEC are stable against key instabilities such as two-stream. These
studies however, were internal company reports and not openly published. Some
information is given, however, in Reference 1.7. More recently, H. J. Kim, in his thesis
done with G. Miley, did an in-depth study of two stream-like instabiities in the ion-
injected type IEC (see Reference 4.6). His work is very encouraging in that he identifies
2 possible “window of stability” which depends on the injected energy distribution and
angular velocity spread. This result is summarized in Figure 4.10. The analysis is briefly
described as follows.

a
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A particle-in-cell method with explicit
time integration has generally 04
dominated earlier plasma simulations.
However, this method is inappropriate oal gz
in multiple time scale problems 3 te °
primeril because the explicit time-step = py.
Slgorithms become numerically unstable 202 /
when they cannot resalve the fastest £ 7
time scale supported by the model. 01 J
Indeed, the fastest time scale may be PR
ordersofmagnitude faster than the 00
dynamical time scale of interest. The
Simulation also has to resolve the 01 ie
smallest length scale of system to avoid 10° 10° 10° 107 10°
finite-grid instabilities that require B
resolution of spatial scales comparable laure 40. PlotofGrowth Rate ofspherically
to the Debye length. In order to Coverging/oiverainglo Sear Insabilyfo ths
improve the conservations property of led. (Nomenclature defined in Reference 6.1)
implicit moment particie-in-cell
algorithm, H.J. Kim developed a fully implicit particle-in-cell scheme and implemented it
using a Jacobian-free Newton-Krylov algorithm that does not require actual formation
and storage of the Jacobian matrix to minimize the computational costs. The scheme
features the following properties: 1) fully implicit method where all quantities of both
the particle and the field equations are consistent at each time step, and 2) a good
property for energy conservation.
H. 3. Kim's study verified that the algorithm correctly handies the typical electrostatic
modes. For example, the results agree with the linear dispersion relations for simple
limitsoftwo cold electron counter-streaming Instabilities, electron Landau damping,
2nd lon acoustic waves. The simulation experience presented here demonstrates the
energy conservation property of the systems and the efficacy of nonlinear solver
combined with an efficient pre-conditioning which is derived from the nonlinear Poisson
‘equation and particle description relations. For ion acoustic waves, the maximum
Variation in the total energy is much less than 0.1 percent, indicating that a fully
implicit technique performs well in that particular simulation. The number of linear and
nonlinear iterations is significantly reduced when the preconditioneris applied. In fact,
for the case of linear iterations, the iteration number of a preconditioned linear system
is 10 times smaller than that of a linear solver without preconditioner. In addition, grid
convergence test shows that the scaling of CPU time is virtually linear according to the
grid number. The time convergence test suggests that employing the largest time step
compatible with accuracy in a given calculation is the most efficient route for obtaining
the solution because the CPU time decreases as the time step increases.

H.. Kim performed a normal mode analysis of the fon-ion counter-streaming instability
in a spherical inertial electrostatic confinement in order to gain insights into the ion-
injected inertial electrostaticconfinement equilibrium configuration. To do this, it is
assumed that the electrostatic confinement equilibrium fon beams are proportional to
1/72, effectively neutralizing the background electron density. It is evident from the
analysis of cold fon beams that two-stream instability in finite spherical systems may be
excited for small beam velocities compared to those of homogeneous and infinite
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plasma. When an ion beam is hot, the waves excited by the instability are fon acoustictype waves. Then one observes that a certain temperature ratio is required before thewave will go unstable.

He also developed a two-dimensional perturbative (5f) particle-in-cel algorithm to
simulate the electrostatic interaction of electrons and ions in spherical Inertial
electrostatic confinement. of scheme is applied, because the noise level in 3f algorithm
is significantly reduced, compared with conventional particle-in-cell simulation. Since a
particle-in-cel simulation in two or three-dimensions is very computationally and
memory intensive, it is necessary to seek computational methods and options which
lead to solutions in a reasonable amountoftime. A distributed computing approach is
implemented by using parallel libraries. Applying a uniform grid spacing in spherical
coordinates may lead to a stability problem due to singularity at the spherical center. In
order to avoid the singularity issue, a two-dimensional rectangular domain and an
immersed boundary method are applied so that spherical domain inside the cathode
gird of spherical electrostatic confinement is simulated by r-z coordinates. It is evident
from the result that the growth rate of instability, a decreasing function of the
longitudinal energy spread of ion distribution function, becomes reduced because thelarge energy spread induces strong Landau damping by parallelkineticeffects. Besides
the effects of longitudinal Landau damping by the bam ions, a more monoenergetic
beam is able to stabilize the Instability because a growth rate of instability can be
reduced for a higher beam density when the beam speed is fixed and located on the left
hill n the diagram of growth rate versus beam speed. The growth rate does not change
dramatically as a modeof angular perturbation increases.

‘The results summarized in Figure 4.10 indicated that the two-stream instability is
stabilized f the angular momentum spread of the beam ions is small enough, due to
enhanced ion densification at the center of the device. This is very encouraging for
future IEC development. However, an experimental study should be performed to verify
this result.

RIDER - ENERGY BALANCE STUDY
Todd Rider in Reference 4.7 reports a quite different type of energy balance analysis.
While the prior papers used various methods to concentrate on up-down scattering In
various potential well configurations, Rider considered a “block diagram” type energy
flow balance to determine the net gain from a power unit. In such an analysis the
reaction and scattering rates, plus the electron-ion equilibration rates, enter as (<ov>)
averaged over the distribution functions for ians and electrons, Thus, the distribution
functions were not calculated explicitly in Rider's analysis. In addition to the base
function, any spatial variations in the distribution, such as pointed out by Tzonev et al.,
must be envisioned via the assumed distribution function. In traditional magnetic
confinement analyses a Maxwellian distribution function has generally been assumed.
In prior Tokomak studies, this technique has been widely used with reasonable
accuracy since such systems are indeed near thermal equilibrium. Tn sharp contrast, as
stressed repeatedly here, the IEC is not.

‘This uncertainly in <av> makes an analysis of the type attempted by Rider very
challenging, and leaves it open for possible criticism. In fact, it appears that Rider used
Maxwellian key averages and critics generally cite this as the cause for his pessimistic
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results. Rider was particularly Interested in the claim that due to its beam-Iike non-
Maxwellian plasma, the IEC can burn “advanced fusion fuels” such as D-'He and p-118
easier than traditional Maxwellian type plasma devices (Tokomaks, etc.). Thus, he
considered use of D-T, D-D, D-He, He-’He, p-1'B and p-6L fuels. Due to their high Z
components, all of these fuels must battle large energy losses via Bremsstrahlung.
These losses were evaluated using the traditional formula, but his evaluation has a built
in bias since the loses depend heavily on the electron fon temperature ratio which in
turn depends strongly on the <ov> values assumed as already discussed. Deviation
from an equilibrium electron energy distribution also strongly affects radiation emission.
Using the Maxwellian average values, he found that Bremsstrahlung losses would be
prohibitively large for *He-3He, p-18, and p-SLi reactors and will be a considerable
fraction of the fusion power for D-He and D-D reactors limiting use to D-T. AS a
corollary, he concludes in contradiction with earlier claims that it does not appear
possible for the dense central region of a reactor-grade IEC device to maintain a
significantly non-Maxwellian ion distribution or keep a low electron to ion temperature
ratio. The problem, however, is that the assumed rate constants would naturally force
this conclusion. Further, these rate constants lead to Rider's build-in result forcing the
ions to form a Maxwellian distribution with a mean energy close to the energyof the
potential. Consequently, in his analysis, ions in the energetic tai of the distribution are
lost at rates faster the fusion rate, giving low Q values.

Rider considered the Polywell type EC and even with exceedingly optimistic
assumptions about the potential well, he found the electron losses are intolerable for all
fuels “except perhaps DT”. Based on these results, Rider concludes that for the IEC
system to be used as a fusion reactor it will be necessary to find methods to
“circumvent these problems, especially the excessive Bremsstrahlung losses”. Certainly
reducing radiation losses should be an ongoing study, but his pessimism appears to be
overdone.

“The problem with Rider's analysis is his not using reaction and scattering rates
averaged over the non-Maxwellian distribution characteristic of an IEC reactor. This
includes both the beam-like ion distribution and the large ion-electron temperature
ratio. This very basic energy analysis should be redone with revised reaction rate data,
but to date have not been reported. Despite questions about Rider's analysis and
pessimistic conclusion, his recommendations of issues to study and overcome remain
quite valid.
NEUTRON SOURCE SIMULATIONS
Several simulation studies have focused on neutron source type ECs. In this case, as
‘opposed to future power reactors, the background gas is of sufficient pressure,
resulting in beam-background scaling of the fusion rate (i.e., theoretically this gives a
current x pressure scaling). Charge exchange also becomes a significant factor in device
performance. In Reference 4.8, Miley et al. used an analytical model of charge-
exchange collisions in the IEC plasma to include ion time-of-flight and fusion neutron
generation rates. Results from the model simulating 10 MA of D* ion current in a 30-cm
diameter IEC device at 50 kV matched the experimental results of 10¢ fusion neutrons
per second. The model was also used to find the effects of arid diameter on neutron
Yield and show that the yield scales as grid diameter Is raised to the power -0.41. This
factor is very close to the experimental scaling observed from the UIUC neutron source
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gridded IECs, Further, the model provides more insight into operation in the STAR.
mode. This fect, described earlier in Section 1, is summarized in Figure 4.11.
For higher pressure operation, charge exchange severally limits the number of passes
possible through the grid despite the very high effective transparency achieved by the
STAR mode. This is emphasized by result for the calculations in Reference 4.7 shown
in Figure 4.12. (Note that related calculations by J. Khachan discussed earlier in Section
I show similar results, but emphasize the role of molecular fons at lower operating
voltages).
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Figure 4.11. Diagram Showing Ecuipstential  Figire3-12. Result for Calcutslons for Tom EnergySfecas ofthe SEG Cathode Gridana Their bistbutions 1 PassFocuuing lect on a ban of Tons in the StarTie DR argsat ian voapes (5 551%)
These computational results are for the UIUC IEC “A-device” using a diameter grid with
conditions of 50 kV, 10 mA, and 4-cm, and background gas pressure of 4.6 mTorr. At
this pressure, charge-exchange (CX) collisions occur quite frequently for D+ ions. In
thelr first pass through the TEC, about half of these ons CX within the cathode region
and are lost. Aer only four passes, most of the remaining fons have lost a large
amount of their original potential energy and the fusion rate from subsequent passes
becomes negligible. D>* ions have a smaller CX cross section and it takes about 20
passes for most of the Ds" lons to lose their energy and be lost to the grid. (Ds* ions
2nd also Ds" ions are naturally produced at diminishing quantities in fonization reactions:
along with D*. As pointed out by Khachan his work noted D2* becomes more significant
in lower voltages).
In summary, the design of an optimal IEC neutron source is seen to be quite different
from a power-producing IEC. In the source design, the orid parameters, grid/vessel
diameter ratio, chamber diameter, surface conditions, background pressure, current,
and voltage all become important parameters. In power-producing devices the ion

injection parameters-- including ion current, ion energy relative to height of the well

potential, the ion angular momentum, and the ion to electron temperature ratio, along
ith the chamber diameter determine performance. The calculations and simulations
cited here provide much insight into these issues and also provide insight into
theoretical and computational tools for IEC study.
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Section V. Potential Applications

The ultimate application for IEC is for electrical power production. This is discussed
further in Section VI. Section V concentrates on various near-term "spin off”
applications of neutron/proton/x-ray sources and also non-electrical power applications
such as space propulsion.

NEUTRON/PROTON/XRAY SOURCES
As seen from the discussion to this point, the main application of the IEC to date has
been as a small portable neutron source for NAA. In addition, since both D-D and D-*He
reactions can be used for proton production, IECs have also been pursed for medial
isotope and PET scan isotope production. However, due to the need for high source
strengthsto fully compete inthisarena, that use is still undergoing research. Another
novel application noted earlier is the use of the IEC to simulate implantation of D+ and
He* in candidate fusion reactor first wall materials. Yet another novel use involves
running the IEC with reverse polarity such that the trapped electrons produce soft x-
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rays which can be extracted through a special port (requires a thin low-Z window for
transmission). This can be viewed as a small scale soft source for individual laboratory
studies such as done at various large scale national laboratories like ANL, BNL, and LBL.
(synchrotron “light sources). However, this use has not progressed much past theinitial laboratory studies.

‘The cylindrical geometry offers a unique configuration for security inspection
applications. To illustrate this we next consider a design proposed for such a system.
INTEGRATED X-RAY/NEUTRON SOURCES
“This integrated inspection system was proposed by G. Miley, et al., in Reference 5.1. It
incorporates combined 2.5- and 14-MeV IEC neutron sources and an IEC x-ray source.
Such neutron sources have already been described, but some comments about the x-
ray version are worthwhile. The cylindrical IEC, like the spherical one, can be converted
to an attractive tunable x-ray source with minimum alteration of the apparatus. X-ray
operation involves reversing electrode polarities and adding electron emitters along the
vessel wall. Hydrogen gas is substituted for deuterium since in this configuration the
main function of gas ions is to provide electron Bremsstrahlung emission. Intense
emission is concentrated in a small volume surrounding the central axis due to the high
electron density formed there. The resulting x-ray energy spectrum is peaked at an
energy equivalent to about two-thirds of the applied voltage. In the inspection station,
a voltage around 120 kV is employed to obtain ~80-kV x-rays with some distribution of
energies above and below this mean value. X-ray production is spread along the axis
over a long line-like region in the IEC providing broad area coverage for imaging,
consistent with the broad coverage of the companion IEC neutron sources.
Consequently, the basic concept of the integrated inspection unit is to combine [EC
neutron and x-ray sources plus appropriate detectors into a single “package”. This
‘combination expands the range of elements that can be detected during a single scan
‘and incorporates x-ray imaging with the 3-D detector array for NAA to obtain Improved
identification of the shape and location of suspected objects in a container. In cases
where the object is tao large to allow good x-ray penetration, information is still
obtained from the 3-D NAA detector array.

Nuclear and Chemical Explosive Detection Techniques
Most current inspection systems concentrate on x-ray imaging. This interrogation relies
on the photoelectric effect or Compton Scattering Imaging (CSI). It provides good
localization and some geometric information for higher Z materials. The NAA technique,
including both thermal neutron analysis (TNA) and fast neutron analysis (FNA), are
powerful methods for detecting certain types of explosives. Basic elements such as
oxygen, carbon, and chlorine present in the explosives can be identified through the (n,n'y) reaction initiated by fast neutrons. The gamma rays produced in the reaction are.
characteristic of elements being interrogated. Another basic element in many
explosives, nitrogen, is usually measured through (n, v) reactions initiated by thermal
neutrons. Either steady-state or pulsed sources can be employed for TNA. However,
increased sensitivity can be obtained with pulsed FNA (PFNA). This method uses a
pulsed high-energy neutron source and the time-of-flight (TOF) diagnostics to reduce
the "noise" effect resulting from scattered neutrons and x-rays.
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“The three detection techniques shown in Table 5.1 have previously been used
independently in inspection units. The present integrated unit makes use of al three
simultaneously. Thus, the strengths of each device combine to provide consistent
overall coverage of elements/obiects.

Table 5.1. Three KindsofTechniques Previously Used in Explosives Detection
System

Here, TNA and FNA represent thermal and fast neutron activation, respective)
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The integrated IEC system employs a combination of PFNA/TNA methods and
conventional x-ray techniques to collect elemental information as well as a 3-D imaging
of any suspected objects. The 14.1-MeV neutrons from the D-T reaction will be the
primary source for TOF FNA while thermalized neutrons from a biock of neutron
thermaizing plastic i front of the 2.45-MeV DD IEC will be used for TNA. This
combination will increase spatial resolution and significantly reduce the false alarm rate
toa low level compared to conventional methods which employ single sources and are
limited to yield due to lack of broad area sources.
Overview for Weapons/Nuclear Material Simulation Articles
The following three categories of items provide a overview of articles of interest for
detection in inspection stations.
A. Explosives which are of high O and N, low C and H elemental densities are listed
below with sizes ranging from 8 x 8 x 8 cm? to 20 x 20 x 20 cm.
+ RDX (Cyclonite , CaHaNOk) with p = 1.83 g/cm.
+ TNT(Trinitrotoluene, CiHsN:Oc) with p = 1.654 g/cm.
+ PETN(Penthrite, CsHaNiO12) with p = 1.773 g/cm.
+ TATB(Triaminotrinitrobenzene, CeHsNeOe) with p = 1.93 g/cm?.
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clothes like silk (C3H11N:0s) with p = 0.789 g/cm3, and nylon (CsH1:NO) with p = 1.1
g/cm3, and metal utensils, including knives.

station. Fortunately, the combination of sources in the integrated station provides good

Pulsed Power for the Inspection Station

Advanced materials and methods are used in its design to minimize weight and size.
This extends use of stationary units (e.g. at airports) to mobile platforms such as vans,
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Figure 5.1. Block Diagramof the IEC Pulsed Power System -

single phase 120 VAC. The high voltage power supply is a solid-state switch-mode
inverter followed by a voltage multiplier circuit that incrementally steps the voltage up

of high voltage capacitor segments with a low series inductance and resistance. The
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bank discharges. The pulse shaper is a tapped inductive line with each tap terminated
by a pulse-forming network (PFN). Each tap performs a filtering function for a discrete
Fourier function or band of frequencies, which results in a smoother, and more uniform
pulse rise and fall, and also provides more constant load impedance matching, as the
IEC tube has high input impedance. This aids in the forward coupling of energy into the
1EC by minimizing backward or reflected standing waves generated by the dynamic
impedance discontinuity presented by the spark gap and the cathode to anode circuit
path. The PFN, in effect, serves as a pulsed coupled transformer with a low input
impedance and a high output impedance to drive the IEC tube. Components for the PFN
are off-the-shelf and commercially available. The spark gap trigger is activated by an
1GBT (isolated fate bipolar transistor) driven by the power control circuits.

A stable multivibrator timer circuit is reset each time the spark gap is fired by a fast
phototransistor circuit that detects spark-generated photons. This is coupled by a light
wave-guide or optical fiber to provide high voltage isolation between the solid-state
control circuits and the high voltage sections. This optically isolated signal is input to
Signal processing to give time of flight measurements. A digital or manual
potentiometer range selector controls the time delay by increasing or decreasing the
resistance in an RC network. When the capacitor in this network charges to a nominal
Voltage threshold, the timer circuit changes its logic state and drives the gate of the
spark gap trigger IGBT on, and this initiates the spark gap arc. This RC time period
ramp is an analog of the energy storage capacitor charging ramp, which also begins
after the main arc occurs and drains the energy store. The longerthe charge time, the
higher the charge in the energy storage capacitor bank and the higher the voltage is
when the next pulse is initiated. The voltage applied to the IEC tube is thus varied over
2 nominal 40 percent range. The peak output voltage can therefore be varied over a
range of 50 kV to 120kV. There is a reciprocal relationship between the pulse repetition
frequency and the output pulse peak power.

Design of the Total Integrated Interrogation System
The integrated system is illustrated conceptually in Figure 5.2.
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This unt employs two broad area neutron sources to provide both 14.1-MeV and 2.45
MeV neutron coverage. The IEC Bremsstrahlung source provides broad area 80 kV x-
rays. An array of gamma and x-ray detectors is provided for simultaneous x-ray
analysis using a fuzzy logic artificial intelligence system to interpret the combined
signals. In the inspection station, shown in Figure 5.2, typical of airport luggageInspection stations, objects being nerrogeted pass between sources and detection
array on a conveyor belt. For maximum efficiency a duplicate conveyor belt and
detection array (not shown in Figure 5.2) would be placed on the left hand side of the
IEC sources. For other cases, such as unloading container from a ship the detectorsSystem might be suspended song the Sa of ne ves] with containers aa hey aeTower rom th upper decks to he waiting cargo trai cars or rcks (see Figures 5.3
and 5.4 and related discussion). The challenge in these systems is that the unloading
time is short and the container is large and thick. The present system with its multi-IEC
broad coverage and fast fuzzy analysis technology is designed to overcome theseISS. Further, conventions! accelerator ype &ysema that are concdatesfo such useare hampered by size and cost. Thus, they have not receved wide use In sea ports. Theincreased accuracy and reduced cost of the present system should enable wide use.
‘This would close a vital gap in our seaport/airport cargo security that has been widelyited by Cie of he present handing of port security.
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Detector Array and Analysis System

The final imaging quality is determined by neutron source yield integrated over the area
of coverage by the numberof detectors, the detector configuration, the collimated
beam size, the acquisition time, and other scan-related parameters. Scintillators such
as Nal, Csl, and BGO as well as Plastic Nal (T1) are candidates for gamma and x-ray
detectors. Due to their small size, they can be used in a large array along with TOF
Spectrometry to provide detailed special information. Recently, UIUC staff has studied
use of an advanced thick Hgla detector which appears to be particularly advantageous
for this application. Hg is a room temperature semiconductor material with an
excellent stopping power and a relatively large photo-fraction for detecting high energy
gamma rays. Assuming successful development, Hala detectors would provide superior
array performance.

With the combined sources, the detector array receives a vast amount of information in
a short scan time. To handle this flow of data most efficiently, a fuzzy logic system is
employed. The development of this advanced fuzzy logic system is patterned after a
methodology developed for the diagnosis of abnormal situations in nuclear reactor
safety analysis. The knowledge box employs a goal tree (and/or decision tree) for
representation. This system will use learning-based rules that evolve from extensive
simulation tests to provide training about the simultaneous occurrence of specific
elements and embedded object shapes. It will also learn to differentiate between
positive and negative data by creating rules from these test runs. Materials listed early
in the simulation study discussion would be employed. The advantage of this system is
twofold. The broad area scan analysis is optimized for fast through-put of objects while
the multiple neutron/x-ray identification reduces the probability of false identification.
The fuzzy logic System will pass the integrated item or sound an alert (suspicious object
in the container) automatically without human involvement. Humans will only be
involved when an alert is sounded. An alert occurs for a range of positive identification
of materials on to suspected identification. The multiple source detector array concept
is designed to minimize items that fall into the category of "in-between" positive
identification and clearance.

The overall concept described here is illustrated for an airplane luggage scan in Figure
5.3. Data from the detection system (TNA, PFNA and x-ray) is processed through fuzzy
logic system. If the item undergoing inspection passes this test, it continues on its way
to baggage claim. If an alert is sounded, the item can either be passed through the
machine for a second scan or be manually inspected, depending on the confidence level
of the alert.

Since the integrated system is modular, the basic components can easily be assembled
ina variety of configurations for use at different facilities. An example is the extension
to inspection of container ships being unloaded in port as illustrated in Figure 5.4.
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move to high power IEC operations which are non-electrical. Deep space propulsion is

SPACE PROPULSION

propulsion. The latter is illustrated in Reference 5.3 where a D-*He reactor was utilized.

e PuoJ
2 AAig 3

pt

1I represents an upgrade to high power of an earlier design termed “Fusion Ship I").

located on the side of this module provides communication. Twin 175-meter long
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valuable fuels, especially the He. The fon thrusters run on Argon propellant at a
specific impulse of 35,000 sec and an efficiency of 90 percent. The thrust is produced
4370 Newtons, probably an initial acceleration of .0087 m/s?. A typical trip time for an
out-and-back mission to Jupiter is 210 days out and 153 days to return. This Is
comparable to or faster than that predicted in prior fusion studies.

opview ack view
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Figure 5.6. Scale Schematic of Fuslon Shp T, 3 750-4Wo TC Fusion Spacecraft
The inital spaceship mass a mission is S00 metric tons start; 222 metric tons are the
Argon propellant needed for a Jupiter round trip with AV of 220 km/s. The IEC reactor,
direct energy converters and fon thrusters contribute 178 metric tons. The remaining
100 metric tons includes 20 metric tons for the crew areas, 15 metric tons for the
electronics/computers, 20 metric tons for food and life support, 15 tons for crew
shielding and 1.2 metric tons for the antenna. Inclusionof a contingency of 30 percent
ofthe dry mass adds 60 metric tons and provides a 30-day “safety factor to the found
trip ight time.
Human factors have not been fully evaluated in this design, but are thought to be
acceptable with the short mission time achieved. Fusion Shp IT would be one of the
largest propelled vehicles ever built, although its mass would be % that of the Space
Shuttle at ftoff.
Table 5.2 compares IEC Fusion ShipI and II designs with a cancept based on an
“advanced” spherical Tokamakreactor “scaled up” from the spherical Tokamak
experiment at Princeton's Plasma Physics Laboratory as reported in an NASA-GLENN
Laboratory study in 2001. The Tokamak has a shorter trip time by employing a power
level that is six times the IEC units. Further, it is designed for D-T use (D-*He is difficult
to burn in such Tokomaks), but tritium handling, radiation damage, and radioactivity
issues are not addressed, Thus, i the IEC and Tokomak were compared on the same
operational basis (i.e., same fuels and power levels), the IEC would clearly show a
distinct aovantage. Note that this s even true with the Tokomak using a very
“advanced” conceptual design well beyond reach of ITER (originally International
Thermonucear Experimental Reactor) technology,
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Table 5.2. Comparison of IEC Design and Magnetic Fusion Design

Fusion Ship! ___ Fusion Ship 1 Spherical Tokanak
Overall Mass Merc T1 50 0 1690
Overall Lengh (m) [i mn 0
Numberof crew 0 0 6-12
ThrustPower (MW) # 0 wn

Reactorgain 4 9 pi)
Reactorpower (MW) 6 am 5
Thos sien Knypionion Argonion 1 magoeic rove
Speci impuse (sc) 1600 3500 B43
Jupiter one way rip ime ays) “0 210 ns

The design of Space Ship II uses “coupled” IEC reactors that use magnetic guide
channels. This concep, termed the Magnetically-Channeled Spherical IEC Array (MCSA)
concept is briefly discussed next (Reference 5.3).
MAGNETICALLY-CHANNELED SPHERICAL IEC ARRAY (MCSA)
CONCEPT
The Magnetically-Channeled Spherical IEC Array (MCSA) concept for a hybrid magnetic
assisted spherical IEC configuration maintains the basic ion-injected IEC reactor
configuration but adds magnetic channels for coupling exhaust plasma and reaction
products. The MCSA is illustrated conceptually in Figure 5.7. The SIEC is confined in a
hexapole field configuration is quite different from the hexapole field used in RW.
Bussard's Polywell, It is in turn located in a field channel (B: field) created by a column
of Helmholtz colls. The field strengthsof these coll sets Is adjusted such that the fields
cancel in the center of the IEC, giving a larger field null region compared to that in a
cusp confined field. The MCSA configuration retains the advantage of stabilty due to
good field curvature obtained in a cusp. In addition, it also effectively closes the “belt”
loss cone. As shown later, leakage in that direction is led around the hexapole coils and
back Into the confinement region, termed here as “recirculation.” Losses include
scattering into the spindal loss cone along the z-axis and stochastic scattering ue to
the violation of adiabatic invariance in the field null region. However, with the present
channel configuration, the axial losses from one LEC configuration enter a neighboring
unit. Thus, as they pass through the field null region in that unit, stochastic scattering
leads to “retrapping” of much of this flow. Experimental verification of this “retrapping”
is then a second physics Proof-of-Principle (POP) objective. In this fashion, an array of
multiple IEC increase the overall confinement time roughly in proportion to the number
of units. In operation, electrons would be magnetically confined as described, providing
electrostatic confinement of fons Injected into the Spherical [EC region. An additional
benefit of this configuration is that in a reactor embodiment, both leaking fuel plasma
and energetic charged fusion products (e.g. the 14-MeV proton from D-3He), can be
collimated and aimed into a direct energy converter such as a TWDEC (Reference 5.4).
“This results in a high overall energy conversion efficiency. Alternately, for space
propulsion, the proton beam, augmented by injection of heavy atoms to increase the
flow mass, can be directly exhausted for thrust.
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that provide the basis for magnet channel coupling.

Recirculation of Radial Belt Cone Losses

The field configuration and a hypothetical particle trajectory through a belt cusp are
shown in Figure 5.8. Because the magnetic field lines that exit the cusp-like fieldToconmect tg the confirma region win fhe Core, laa paricen st ok Broughthe belt cusp 10s cone will receulats back nto he conmemant region. ThisFentonSRY Arete he Somers vs werton a of 2 aveple CU
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Retrapping of Axial-Loss Particles

Axial plasma particle loss escaping out through the end cone (spindle cone) of the first
MCSA unit should be retrapped in the second unit because of “KAM effective:
Scattering". This KAM scattering occurs as particles move into the null-feld region
Within each SIEC unit. Figure 5.9 iustrates the axial magnetic fild component long
the centerline of a two-unit MCSA. Particles escaping from the low field region of one
unit pass into the neighboring unit through the igh magnetic field region between the
two-unis. Upon entering the IEC region, the direction of the particle is effectively
randomized (i.e. Kam Scatter) when it loses adiabatic invariance in the field null region.
Although particles with high velocities parallel to the magnetic ield wil not experience
35 much effective scattering, a majority of the particles entering the null fied region
Should experience scattering and retrapping.
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Figur 59. Axial Magnetic Field strength Along Two-Unit MCSA Cantarline
This KAM scattering process is illustrated conceptually in Figure 5.10. Before entering -
the null-field region, particles have a gyroradius that depends on thei perpendicular
velocity. If v is large compared to vi, the effective scattering angle will be large,
resulting in retrapping in the case of the MCSA. In the high-field region, the gyro-radius
of the particle is small. When the low-field region is reached, the particle moves in a
straight-line path along the vector direction at the edge of the null region. Since the
phase of the gyro motion of the particles i random at this point, the vector direction
they assume in crossing the null is random. The result then can be viewed, as a
random, collisionless, scattering process. Particles that stream along the axis and enter
2 neighboring TEC scatter in this way and become confined in the neighboring 1EC
(termed axial-loss "re-trapping"). This re-trapping areatly increases the confinement
time of a MCSA fusion device.
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In summary, if the physics principles iare demonstrated successfully, the ji,
MCSA fusion power plant will offer a
numerous advantages for space jr.
propulsion as well as for terrestrial ___
power sources. The non-Maxwellian ee
plasma involved is well suited for Shee SEER, |
operation with D-He fuel that provides | pemratin~-.
much of the energy output in the form =e
oF very energetic 14-Me protons. / be]
Proton energy can be employed for wn BN
either direct conversion to electricity or A
directed thrust. As demonstrated in the NYFusion Sip IT design study, the MCSA figure 5.10. Diagramof Direction Randomizationpower plant is especially well suited for (KAN fect) Du to he Magnetic Fie ul Region
manned deep space missions where the i"the IEC
high power-to-weight of the MCSA enables fast trip times. The concept introduces
several important new physics. The basic concept of the MCSA system is use of
recirculation from escaping particles from one unit into the neighboring one where
retrapping occurs. These physical principles have not yet been demonstrated
experimentally, but formulated initiel tests could be done with 2 modest size
experiment and stepped up in size to eventually demonstrate a full-scale prototype
power unit.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
“This section has concentrated on various near-term “spin of” applications of
neutrony/proton/x-ray sources and also non-electrical power applications such as space
propulsion. The homeland security inspection station described here show how versatile
the TEC concept is, allowing mufti-device broad area Inspection. Space propulsion and
related space power seems quite far term due to the large size powers demanded for
such applications. However, the possibility of using magnetic coupling of smaller unit
provides a modular approach that has many advantages, plus expediting development
by allowing concentration on the smaller modules. In addition, use of near-tem
electrically driven IEC jet plasma devices allows a “product” aiong the way to the
eventual development of the high power fusion devices.
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Section VI. Possible Next Step Breakeven Experiment

‘The prior sections have presented much information about the existing data base and
theory for IEC operation. The potential for use in applications such as a neutron source
and related radiation sources (proton and x-ray) are well established. However the
ultimate goal is to develop a power-producing IEC. Better yet to do this taking
advantageofthe unique ability of the IEC to use non-Maxwellian plasma to burn
advanced fuels to minimize radioactive and radiation emission involvement. However
the best current device results are S or 6 orders of magnitude down in energy gain Q
(energy out/ in) from breakeven. Thus It may appear that such a hope is many years.
off. Fortunately, the IEC can be scaled up in energy gain while keeping a small size
since the losses are in velocity space (i.e. via ion upscattering out of the potential well
trap). This is in sharp contrast to Tokomaks where loses occur via diffusion across the
outer surface, so increased confinement times have been achieved by going to the
massively large ITER type devices. The problems and costs for construction of ITER
have thrown its development in to the distant future, making this approach ineffective
for addressing the present energy crisis (or as a LLNL associate director recently
bemoaned, “Fusion is irrelevant- no politicians even mention it in the energy scenario").
To provide the reader with some insight into the IEC “vision” for power, we next
present a conceptual proposal for a near term IEC breakeven experiment to prove the
physics of operation with aneutronic p-118 fuel. If such a program can be initiated
aggressively, the IEC could have a major impact on the energy crises.

DEMONSTRATION OF NET ENERGY GAIN USING IEC ANEUTRONIC
FUSION
‘The IEC is one of the few approaches to fusion that has the potential of burning
aneutronic fuels such as D-He and p-'18 in a reasonable scale device. This fuel results
in charged-particle reaction products which allow efficient use of direct energy
conversion technology with no direct greenhouse emissions and minimal radioactivity or
radioactive wastes. Such a power source has allofthe features sought for future power
plants needed worldwide to turn the tide of the growing energy crisis. The experiment
proposed here would provide verifiable and reproducible proof of break-even conditions
necessary to burn p-118 as a practical aneutronic fuel in an IEC fusion power-generating
device.
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The proposal is to develop a revolutionary small IEC fusion power unit that could be
commercialized in time to impact the energy crisis we now face. This device would have
the aggressive goal of burning relatively inexpensive aneutranic p-18 fuel, avoiding
issues of tritium breeding and radioactivity that the D-T burning ITER type devices face.
This breakthrough technology is the result of new understanding of ways to create a
deep potential electrostatic ‘well’ for improved confinement in an ion injected IEC. This
will be done with specially designed on guns to inject ions Into the TEC with strong
focus and controlled angular momentum. This concept builds on a combination of prior
small scale experiments with gun injected IECs and simulation of their scale-up to
power production using particle-in-cell (PIC) codes and particle tracking analysis
described in earlier sections. The small size of the IEC is a key characteristic. If rapid
development is to be achieved, the ability to employ small size experiments is essential.
Fortunately, confinement scaling in the IEC Is in velocity space (vs. physical space
which brings in reducing the surface-to-volume ratio), allowing breakeven and power
production in small-volume plasmas.

Thus in principle, energy breakeven could be demonstrated in the IEC in a very dense
plasma “core” occupying only a few cc volume with only a few 100's of watts in and
out. This extreme is not currently possible, but use of the new gun injected technology
to obtain breakeven in a dense plasma core in the IEC of 100s of cc volume and with
20-25 kW input power seems practical. This proof-of-principle device would
demonstrate the physics of energy production and provide the basis for going rapidly
going to practical IEC power plants. This route could lead to power reactors for
distributed power applications in the range of a MW that are only a fraction of the size
of an ITER Tokomak type plant or even current fission nuclear plants. Small units of this
type could be rapidly deployed to allow fusion power to have a real impact on the
growing need for energy. Fusion power would then become a vital element in our goal
of energy independence.
VISION OF A FUTURE P-11B FUSION PLANT
In the ultimate power plant, the preferred fusion reaction would employ aneutronic p-
118 fuel, which fuses to produce energetic alpha particles with no neutrons and minimal
radioactivity. This eliminates radioactive tritium breeding and corresponding tritium
inventory, activation and damage to reactor structural materials and the massive
shielding and radiation protection in traditional fission and D-T fusion reactor systems.
In this case, p-118 reactors in the central IEC core result in MeV encray alpha particles
according to the reaction: p+118-3a. Due to its inherent non-Maxwellian (beam-like)
plasma, the IEC is especially well suited for burning a fuel such as p-+*8 which requires
high energies (~150 keV). [See Figure 6.1]. In operation, a bulk of the IEC driving
energy is given to ions 50 an applied voltage of ~180 kV provides ion energies near the
peak of the p-118 cross section. In contrast, in Maxwellian-type plasmas typical of
magnetic confinement devices, energy is expended to create ions over a wide
distribution of energies. Thus, Tokomaks are designed to operate at much lower ion
energies (~20-30 kev) suitable for D-T fusion. The key physics challenge then for the
IEC is to achieve good ion confinement via strong ion trapping (Le. large number of
recirculation) in the potential well. This trapped plasma must meet the Lawson
criterion for energy to break-even with p-118, nc ~ 104% cm- sec (two orders of
magnitude above the requirement for D-T fusion). Here n is the fon density and is the
ion confinement time. Assuming the converged core density in the potential well of
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~10% cm, fon trap times of ~ 1 sec are required. While very demanding, plasma
simulations show that carefully controlled injection can provide the potential well
formation (trap) required to achieve this goal.

PROPOSED BREAKEVEN EXPERIMENT
Studies of gridded configurations discussed earlier have achieved reaction rates of up to
10% reactions per second (~ 1 Wait of fusion power). Although these power levels fall
well below the requisite “break even” condition for power production, corresponding
neutrons production makes the IEC an excellent compact source for practical NAA.
Consequently this application and then related “spin-off” type projects have continued
to advance IEC basic physics understanding to the point where a pathway to a power
reactor can now be envisioned. Present IEC experiments at UIUC are designed to
baseline Q impact of lon injection conditions combined with supplemental electron
Sources to maintain the desired quasi-neutrality. One of the current experiments,
Shown in Figure 6.2, consistsof a 16-inch diam. spherical vacuum system with a
spherical grid held at a high potential. This system produces about 10° reactions/sec
based on neutron counting experiments. A specially designed radio frequency (RF) ion
gun is installed on the side of the chamber to study controlled ion Injection and
corresponding potential well formation for ion trapping.
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These studies did not yet include differential pumping 50 that number of recirculation
passes by an ion , B, was low, roughly 2, due to major charge exchange losses. The
injected ion current, I, with one gun was only ~ 50 mA. Still, based on measurements
of neutrons emitted using deuterium fuel, the Q (fusion energy gain/energy in) was
order of 10° which is remarkable for such a small device. These results, plus supporting
Computer simulation studies, Show hat the scale-upof this device 0 12 njector guns
lus adding strong differentia pumping, could porentaly achieve breakeven.
The proposed ion injected IEC device ~~ i--
with 12 guns is shown schematically in uy he FY

Figure 6.3. The keyto achieving Pa SAD)
breakeven conditions in this device is to 0
inject ions vith good focus and the 3 [=a
desired angular momentum. The RF ion 3gun has a unique magnetic nozde to Lain SY.rg iad (0: PDL
Smulateously nroduced in a measured AO
fashion. This eliminates the needfor a A Fa oom]
grid by formation of deep potential |K: (ICANban ws 1) \o
well (ion trap). Also, differential Ee a»

pumiing between the guns and the Aain chamber provides the high FR AVacuum needed to aval charge .
exchange. This configuration is highly Figure 6.2. TEC Systam With Radio Frequency TonRon Maxwellian due to he beam oo
dominated nature of th trapped ons.
(Although, as pointed out in the disuccion of L. Chacon’s work, thermalized ions build
up and additional quasi- Maxwellian distriution in the trap). Still, detailed analysis such
as done by Momota and Kim (discussed earlier) shows that the beam ion momentum
provided sufficient "stiffness" to the system to maintain stability. This assumes,
Rowever, very precise control is maintained over the energy and angular momentum of
injected fons and a balanced supply of electrons is provided. An AF jon injector capable
of such operation has been demonstrated at UIUC as discussed earlier.
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Figure 4 is a schematic sketch of the ion injectors shown in Figure 6.3. A key
component is the magnetic focusing lens at the gun extraction port. This allows very
efficient differential pumping between the high pressure gun chamber and the low
pressure IECchamber and provides focus control. This experiment will involve very
high power inputs (about a MW). To avoid excessive power supply and thermal
controls, a Marx bank pulsed power input with peak powers of ~ 1 MW over 1 msec at
0.01 Hz will be used. Pulsed experiments with equivalent power inputs on one gun have
already been performed successfully. The pulse length is set long enough to provide
quasi equilibrium physics conditions in the trapped plasma during the “flat top” region
of the pulse”. Thus the data obtained is relevant to eventful steady-state reactors
where the internal fusion power production alleviates the input power supply
requirement.

The energy gain (Q) scaling for such a device goes as Bl/a? where a is the radius of the
dense core spot formed in the EC sphere, f is the number of fon recirculations in the
trap before the ion is lost, and 1 is the fon injected current. The 12 gun breakeven
design will provide an increase in to ~ 1000 due to differential pumping effects, I will
increase to 6000 mA (due to multiple pulsed guns), and a will be cut down by 10 due to
improvements in focusing both and reduced collisionality. This predicts an increase in Q
(compared to prior gun experiment) of ~10%, giving Q=1 ("breakeven") as required for
2 p-11B plasma (as noted earlier, this breakeven Q assumes a Lawson breakeven
confinement parameter of n that exceeds the DT requirement by a factor of 100. In
other words, this could also be thought of as a Q=100 DT equivalent breakeven!) Such
an experiment would provide a physics proof-of-principle for this ion injected IEC
concept and provide the base for extending this configuration on to a power-producing
plant.
To accomplish this result quickly on a modest budget, we need to simplify the work by
avoiding the need to develop new injection technology for hydrogen-boron fuel plus
avoid the need to handle the fusion energy produced. Thus we propose to confirm the
achievement of breakeven conditions using a hydrogen plasma and diagnostics to show
that the nr and T corresponding to Q = 1 (p-+B) are obtained. (An alternate approach
might be to use deuterium as is done in present IEC neutron source studies. However,
that would require a massive shielding and other access restrictions for the neuron flux
levels). Modern plasma diagnostics can make quite precise measurement of the plasma
conditions needed for the confirmation, so the hydrogen equivalent approach is
recommended.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Once achieved in hydrogen, these conditions could be fairly quickly confirmed with p-
118 fuel in later experiments once the needed fuel handiing system is added. Thus the
proposed hydrogen simulation of p-318 breakthrough conditions would be a landmark
achievement, leading the way to rapid deployment of the technology needed to build
small fusion power plants. The technology development needed to proceed largely
involves the design and engineering of subsystems for the balance-of-plant (BOP).
Many of these can employ conventional equipment, but several require new
developments. These include the hydrogen-boron fuel injection system, the direct
energy conversion system to convert the charged particle product energy to electricity,
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and the exhaust plasma collection/recovery system. Also the chamber wall must
incorporate advanced cooling methods to hand the large surface heat loads caused by
near surface absorption of the bremmstrahlung emission. There are no “show stoppers”
however, so the road map to IEC fusion power seems clear. The main challenge is to
find funding sources with the “will” to proceed.
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